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Abstract 

 

In the United States, laws requiring voters to show ID in order to vote are both a novel and 

highly controversial policy intervention. Disagreement over these laws largely centers on their 

expected effect on turnout, with opponents arguing that ID-requirements will deter voters and 

proponents arguing that they will not. However, there is reason to suspect that these laws are in 

part adopted strategically to gain electoral advantage through lower turnout among supporters 

of the opposing party – in turn, backlash against voter ID similarly represents the opposing 

party safeguarding their electoral interests. If so, voter ID-laws are unanimously expected to 

lower turnout. These expectations are supported by rational choice theory, in that ID-

requirements represent an increase in the costs of voting and, accordingly, should make those 

lacking valid ID less likely to vote. Research in the field has proven inconclusive, though many 

studies find at least partial evidence of a negative effect. The public and academic disagreement 

on the issue presents an opportunity and a need for a more stringent causal research design. 

 

Leveraging data on state-level turnout in US presidential elections between 1980 and 2020, I 

employ a synthetic control approach, using the matrix completion method to estimate turnout 

rates in voter ID-states over time in the counterfactual scenario in which they did not implement 

ID-requirements. Comparing actual turnout to this counterfactual turnout allows assessment of 

the causal impact of the intervention. Additionally, I investigate whether racial and ethnic 

minorities are affected more strongly than non-minority voters, using a difference-in-

differences analysis of individual-level survey data. The analysis does not indicate that turnout 

rates in states with strict photographic ID-laws deviated significantly from what they otherwise 

would have been, neither overall nor among the demographic groups considered. The overall 

average treatment effect on the treated is estimated to lie between -2.86 and 5.03 percentage 

points change in turnout, though there is variation among individual states. Although the 

possibility of a small effect of voter ID-requirements on turnout cannot be ruled out, this study 

finds no significant evidence that one exists. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Voter ID-laws – requirements that voters provide documentary proof of their identity at the 

polling station – have proliferated in the United States in recent decades, with a majority of 

states now requiring some form of ID in order to vote. These laws have proven highly 

controversial, labelled by critics as “a part of an ongoing strategy to roll back decades of 

progress on voting rights” (American Civil Liberties Union 2017). Unsurprisingly, opposition 

has often been channeled through the courts. Despite continued efforts, such challenges have 

been largely unsuccessful. In upholding Indiana’s voter ID-law in a landmark 2008 decision in 

Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, the Supreme Court majority concluded that it had 

not been sufficiently proven that such laws would keep people from voting, and that they were 

therefore constitutional in the absence of evidence to the contrary.1 Since then, numerous 

studies have sought to provide evidence one way or the other. The present study joins this 

growing field. Concretely, the aim of the thesis is to investigate how ID-requirements affect 

voting in the aggregate, i.e. turnout rates. I therefore consider the following research question: 

 

Have voter ID-laws led to lower turnout? 

 

Specifically, I study the most restrictive form of voter ID-laws: strict photographic 

requirements, which require voters to show government-issued, photographic ID in order to 

cast a vote on Election Day. Representing the strongest policy intervention, these laws should 

have the highest likelihood of affecting turnout. Using a counterfactual approach, I find that 

turnout in the states that have adopted strict photographic ID-requirements has not been 

significantly different from what it would have been if ID-requirements were never 

implemented. The overall average treatment effect on the treated is estimated to lie between      

-2.86 and 5.03 percentage points change in turnout. Additionally, I find no significant evidence 

that voters belonging to an ethnic or racial minority were affected differently than non-minority 

voters. In sum, this analysis suggests that voter ID-laws do not lead to lower turnout. 

                                                           
1 The full decision is available at https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/07pdf/07-21.pdf. 

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/07pdf/07-21.pdf
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1.1 Why study voter ID-laws? 

 

Studying the effects of voter ID is important on three levels: normatively, electorally, and 

academically. First, the debate around voter ID-laws involves issues of strong normative 

importance. Proponents argue in favor of such requirements as a necessary protection of the 

election process against voter fraud (Fund 2008). Meanwhile, opponents argue against them 

out of concern that they will lead to voter suppression as otherwise eligible voters are turned 

away at the polls for lacking ID. Because both voter fraud and voter suppression threaten 

fundamental democratic principles and, as such, are undesirable, examining the degree to which 

efforts to eliminate the former serve to exacerbate the latter is a worthwhile pursuit. Moreover, 

as will be discussed further in the following chapter, voter ID-requirements relate particularly 

to the history of disenfranchisement and political inequality along racial lines that continues to 

shape American politics. (Keyssar 2000; Fraga 2018). 

 

Voter ID also has potential implications for electoral politics. As will be discussed more 

thoroughly in the next chapter, there is reason to assume that opposing political elites are 

actually in agreement in expecting ID-requirements to negatively impact turnout, disagreeing 

only on the desirability of that outcome. Concretely, Republicans, who stand to gain from lower 

turnout, support the laws, while Democrats, who stand to gain from higher turnout, oppose 

them (Hansford & Gomez 2010; Highton 2017). Plausibly, the struggle over voter ID partly 

represents a struggle over electoral outcomes. Regardless of whether ID-requirements are 

intended to alter turnout rates, the possibility that they could, and the possibility that such a 

change could, in turn, affect the results of elections makes the issue worth investigating. 

 

Academically, this is just the case, as the study of voter ID and turnout has grown to comprise 

a substantial body of research. However, scholars have reached conflicting conclusions. Some 

studies are in accordance with the prevailing view expecting a negative effect (Alvarez et al. 

2011; Dropp 2013; GAO 2014; Hajnal et al. 2017; Pryor et al. 2019; Kuk et al. 2020; Grimmer 

& Yoder 2021), while others find varying, limited, or no evidence of altered turnout (Erikson 

& Minnite 2009; Fraga 2018; Grimmer et al. 2018; Heller et al. 2019; Cantoni & Pons 2021). 

Given the high salience of the subject, its contentious nature, and the normative and electoral 
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importance of the issues involved, the relative inconclusiveness of the existing research 

constitutes an obvious need for additional work. In the next section, I make the case for why 

my thesis, through a stringent methodological design, could provide a more definite answer as 

to the causal effect of voter ID-requirements on turnout. 

 

1.2 A novel contribution 

 

The main innovation of this paper is methodological. The fundamental problem when 

attempting to infer the effects of voter ID-laws concerns estimating the counterfactual: what 

would turnout levels be in voter ID-states had they not adopted such laws? This is, of course, 

unobservable. The problem is compounded by the fact that treatment assignment is nonrandom: 

states that adopt voter ID-laws are likely to differ systematically from those that do not, 

regarding both pre-intervention turnout levels and various other factors, in ways that may 

confound inferences if not controlled for. Simply observing that turnout is higher or lower after 

the passage of a voter ID-law is similarly insufficient to conclude that the new requirement 

caused this change, as it may have occurred regardless. 

 

This study falls within the tradition of causal empiricism, which focuses on accurate causal 

inference through “careful use of an identification strategy research design and interpretation 

of the specificity of the results” (Samii 2016, 949). My research design pays explicit attention 

to the counterfactual scenario and – by utilizing a synthetic control approach – applies a novel 

and sophisticated method towards its estimation. Conceptualizing the cause of interest (in this 

case, voter ID-requirements) as an intervention analogous to a medical treatment, a time-series 

of the dependent variable (turnout) is generated for each unit (state) under treatment to simulate 

the counterfactual scenario in which the unit did not receive treatment, based on data from 

untreated units. This is then compared to the actual (treated) time-series. Any deviations are, 

conditional on some identifying assumptions, evidence of a causal effect of the treatment. 

 

A key issue is to ensure similarity between treated and (counterfactual) control. The synthetic 

control method can capture and control for both constant and time-varying differences between 

states, even ones that are unknown and unobserved. Many previous studies have relied on tools 
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that can only control for static or observed variation between states; synthetic control has no 

such limitation. It is therefore particularly well suited to addressing the issue of non-

comparability across treated and untreated states. 

 

An additional advantage relative to much of the previous literature concerns the amount of data 

available for analysis. The passage of time means more data is now available, as both additional 

states adopting voter ID-laws and new elections being held have yielded new observations since 

most previous studies. This allows me to focus on the strictest form of ID-requirements, which 

are also the most recent and for which data has therefore until recently been limited. Because 

these are the types of laws most likely to have an effect on turnout, and because my analysis 

incorporates all states and presidential elections in which strict photographic ID-requirements 

have been in effect, including the election of 2020, this study is positioned to summarize what 

overall effect voter ID-laws have had on turnout, if any. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

 

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of voter ID along with 

contextual information on the history of voting and turnout in the United States. I also present 

a way to classify different types of voter ID-laws and examine what has made them so 

controversial. 

 

In chapter 3, I present a theoretical framework with which to formalize expectations of the 

effect voter ID-requirements have on turnout. Drawing mainly on rational choice theory, I also 

highlight alternative explanations of why people vote and the degree to which they lead to 

alternative expectations of the causal relationship under examination. From this discussion, I 

specify two hypotheses for testing. I then review relevant literature, both descriptive research 

regarding the empirical plausibility of the hypotheses and previous studies on the causal effect 

of voter ID-laws on turnout. 
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In chapter 4, I detail the methods used to investigate the research question. Following an 

elaboration of the counterfactual conceptualization of causality, I introduce the synthetic control 

method as a powerful tool for exploring causal effects within this framework. I also present 

difference-in-differences designs as a useful substitute for when synthetic control in unfeasible. 

 

In Chapter 5, I describe the data used and discuss issues related to measurement and data 

availability. I also detail further the data limitations necessitating the switch in methodology 

from synthetic control to difference-in-differences analysis. 

 

In chapter 6, I present the results of the analysis. Several alternative model specifications are 

also considered. 

 

In chapter 7, I evaluate the hypotheses and answer the research question. I then discuss how to 

explain the results, and consider their implications for the issue of voter ID and theories of 

voting. I also compare my findings to those of previous studies and relate them to policy. 

Finally, I highlight some drawbacks to the analysis, before concluding the thesis by offering 

some suggestions for future research. 
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2 Voter ID: context, concept and 

controversy 

 

In this chapter, I frame the analysis by providing some key background information. Beginning 

broadly, I give an overview of the history of voting and turnout in the United States. I then 

introduce the phenomenon of study: voter ID-laws. After reviewing the brief history of ID-

requirements in American elections, I provide a typology of voter ID-laws wherein states are 

classified by the nature and strictness of their ID-requirement. Finally, I introduce the 

controversy that surrounds these laws and in turn provides the impetus for this paper, discussing 

both the argument in favor of ID-requirements and the suspicions with which they have met. 

The two sides of the debate largely focus their attention on two different threats to democracy: 

voter fraud and voter suppression. 

 

2.1 Voting in the United States 

 

This section serves to contextualize the dependent variable (turnout) and the independent 

variable (voter ID-requirements). I begin with the latter, giving a historical account of the 

right to vote and related regulations and restrictions of the franchise in the United States, 

before summarizing how turnout rates have developed over time. 

 

In his tellingly titled book, The Right To Vote : The Contested History of Democracy in the 

United States, Keyssar (2000) challenges what he terms “the progressive presumption” of the 

American franchise as a linear progression towards ever fewer restrictions on the right to vote. 

Rather, he charts the history of suffrage in the United States as a turbulent oscillation between 

efforts of expansion and contraction. 

 

Following the colonial period, wherein voting was mainly a privilege of the property-holding 

class, the first half of the 19th century saw an increasingly democratic national sentiment and a 
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corresponding gradual expansion of the franchise among adult white men. In 1870, the 15th 

Amendment formally granted African-American men the right to vote. Momentum then shifted 

in the time between the Civil War and the First World War, “when faith in democracy was 

challenged by doubts about the ability of ordinary people to exercise the vote intelligently, and 

class, ethnic, and racist prejudices gave rise to new restrictions on the franchise” (Briffault 

2002, 1513). One notable exception was the extension of the suffrage to women in 1920 with 

the adoption of the 19th Amendment. 

 

After a period of stability in the interwar years, the tide turned once more in the post-war period, 

this time towards inclusiveness, in a process that would culminate in the near-universal suffrage 

of today. Several landmark moments punctuate this era of enfranchisement (Briffault 2002, 

1520-1522). The 1965 Voting Rights Act curtailed states’ ability to enact discriminatory 

electoral policy, while the 26th Amendment lowered the voting age to 18 in 1971. Additionally, 

several Supreme Court decisions struck down restrictions like poll taxes and requirements of 

property, tax payment, and residency of more than 50 days. More recently, there is the National 

Voter Registration Act of 1993, which streamlined the process of voter registration, including 

the possibility of registering at a Department of Motor Vehicles and simultaneously registering 

to vote when applying for a driver’s license – hence its nickname of the Motor Voter Bill 

(Keyssar 2000, 314). Finally, following the controversial 2000 presidential election, the Help 

America Vote Act of 2002 created new minimum standards for election administration, 

including requiring first-time voters who register by mail to present ID when voting 

(Congress.gov 2002) 

 

The enfranchisement of the American population, then, has been a contested process, with 

numerous examples of backsliding at various times and in various places. The instruments used 

to restrict the right to vote have been varied, too: From outright bans on voting among women, 

slaves, and the property-less, via more indirect tactics like poll taxes, literacy tests, and white-

only primaries, to outright violence and intimidation (Briffault 2002, 1520). Concluding his 

account with “a partially happy ending”, Keyssar (2000, 316) gives a status report at the turn 

of the millennium: 

What once was a long list of restrictions on the franchise has been whittled down to a 

small set of constraints. Economic, gender-based, and racial qualifications have been 
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abolished; literacy tests are gone, If not forgotten; residency requirements have been 

reduced to a matter of weeks; the age of political maturity has been lowered; and the 

burden of registration has been rendered less onerous. 

Despite this largely positive picture, Briffault (2002, 1523-1527) points out that a few 

exceptions to the universal right of suffrage do remain, most notably concerning convicted 

felons, non-residents, and non-citizens. 

 

Figure 2.1 National turnout rates in presidential elections, 1789-2020 

Source: “U.S. VEP Turnout 1789-Present”, collected from McDonald (2021a). 

 

Echoing the United States’ history of disenfranchisement is the low levels of participation in 

contemporary American elections. However, this has not always been the case, as is evident 

from figure 2.1, which displays the development of national turnout rates for US presidential 

elections.2 In a manner similar to Keyssar’s account of the development of the American 

                                                           
2 Of course, the turnout rates in any given year are calculated from the portion of the population actually eligible 

to vote; thus, the high turnout rates for much of the 19th century are somewhat misleading given the exclusion of 

a majority of the populace from the electorate. 
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electorate, McDonald (2010) divides the history of turnout in the United States into several 

distinct eras. 

 

In the Founding Era (1789-1824), elections were both low in salience and difficult to participate 

in due to the poor infrastructure and low population density, leading to the lowest turnout rates 

in American history. This pattern reversed in the Party Machine Era (1828-1896), when strong 

party organizations designed to deliver votes drove turnout to record highs. Participation 

declined in the Segregation Era (1900-1948), particularly in the Southern states, where African-

Americans were de facto disenfranchised. Generally, the dismantling of the party machines 

reduced mobilization efforts, and “voting rates dropped as voting costs previously born by the 

political parties’ organizations were shifted to individuals” (McDonald 2010, 135). Finally, the 

Nationalization Era (1952-present) has seen electoral barriers disappear as the national 

government committed to overseeing election administration. As a result, Southern turnout has 

climbed back towards that of the rest of the country; the national average for presidential 

elections, meanwhile, has remained relatively stable in the 50- and 60-percent range (McDonald 

2010, 128). 

 

While the deterioration in turnout in later years observed by some scholars is largely an artefact 

of inaccurate measurement due to an increase in the number of residents not eligible to vote – 

accounted for in figure 2.1 –  there is no denying that current US turnout rates are, relatively 

speaking, conspicuously low (McDonald 2010, 139; McDonald 2021e; Leighley & Nagler 

2013). 3 Comparing the election of 2016 to other OECD nations, the United States ranks 30th 

out of 35 countries for which data on turnout among the voting age population is available 

(Desilver 2020). Finding that differences in individual-level characteristics are unable to 

explain this pattern, Martinez (2010) suggests as an explanation the comparatively low salience 

of American elections, owing to the uncompetitive nature of many districts, opaque 

accountability resulting from the separation of powers, and the weak party-group linkage of the 

two-party system. 

 

                                                           
3 See chapter 5 for a discussion on how best to measure turnout. 
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Lastly, there is considerable variation in participation rates at the group-level, with highly 

educated and wealthy individuals being considerably more likely to vote (Leighley & Nagler 

2013).  Additionally, Fraga (2018) identifies a growing “turnout gap” between white voters and 

racial and ethnic minorities, robust to controlling for prominent sociodemographic factors – a 

finding which is of particular relevance to the study of voter ID-laws. 

 

2.2 Voter ID laws 

 

Because the administration of elections in the US is largely decentralized, there is a great deal 

of heterogeneity among states’ voting rules (McDonald 2010, 128). One notable exception 

came by way of the previously mentioned Voting Rights Act of 1965, which included a 

provision known as “preclearance”, whereby states with a history of discrimination at the ballot 

were required to seek approval from the federal government before making changes to their 

electoral rules (Fraga 2018, 32). In 2013, the Supreme Court decision in Shelby County v. 

Holder abolished that requirement, effectively restoring to the covered states their autonomy 

over election administration (United States Department of Justice 2020). 

 

Enter voter ID-laws. Historically, requiring citizens to show an identity document in order to 

vote is not the norm in the United States, but in the latter half of the 20th century, some states 

began passing laws requiring voters to present some form of ID at the polls (NCSL 2017). Since 

their introduction, an increasing number of states have adopted voter ID-requirements – in later 

years, the list has come to include several states previously restricted by the preclearance 

requirement. A milestone occurred in 2005, when Indiana and Georgia became the first states 

to pass a new, stricter form of requirement whereby voters must identify themselves using 

photographic ID. Though challenged in court, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality 

of Indiana’s measure in the 2008 decision of Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, which 

paved the way for additional states adopting similar voter ID-laws (Highton 2017, 151). As of 

2020, 16 states, as well as the District of Columbia, still require no document in order to vote – 

instead, voters are asked to state their name and occasionally address or date of birth, or provide 

a signature (NCSL 2021). 
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The National Conference of State Legislatures [NCSL] classifies states with voter ID-laws 

based on two dimensions:  first, whether they require photographic or non-photographic ID; 

second, whether procedures are in place for voters without proper ID to still cast a vote on 

Election Day (non-strict) or whether such voters may only cast a provisional ballot, upon which 

they must later return to the polling place or an election office and show valid ID for their vote 

to be counted (strict) (NCSL 2020). These categories are not uniform – for instance, while all 

states with photographic ID-requirements accept driver’s licenses and passport, some may also 

accept student IDs and firearms licenses, among other types (Highton 2017, 150). Still, within-

group variation is largely overshadowed by between-group differences. 

 

Table 2.1 Voter ID-laws in effect in 2020 

 Photographic ID Non-photographic ID 

Strict 

Alabama 

Georgia 

Indiana 

Kansas 

Mississippi 

Tennessee 

Wisconsin 

Arizona 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

 

Non-strict 

Arkansas 

Florida 

Hawaii 

Idaho 

Louisiana 

Michigan 

North Carolina 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Texas 

 

Alaska 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Iowa 

Kentucky 

Missouri 

Montana 

New Hampshire 

Oklahoma 

Utah 

Virginia 

Washington 

West Virginia 

Source: NCSL (2020). 

 

 

Table 2.1 categorizes states with ID-laws in effect in 2020 according to the NCSL-typology. 

The NCSL classifies Alabama as a non-strict photo ID state but notes that “some might call 

Alabama’s law a strict photo identification law” because the only way voters can avoid 

returning to an election office to provide the required identification is to have “two election 
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officials [...] sign sworn statements saying they know the voter” (NCSL 2020). I agree with 

Highton (2017, 152) in placing Alabama’s law in the category of strict photographic ID-

requirements, as this exemption is so narrow as to be virtually non-existent for most voters. 

 

My thesis (and much of the existing research) focuses on states with strict photographic ID-

requirements, as these represent the strongest policy intervention and thus are the most likely 

to affect turnout (Highton 2017, 151). Because of this, these laws are also the most controversial 

– discussed further in the next section. In total, 14 states have passed bills adopting strict 

photographic ID-requirements, nine have implemented them for at least one election, and seven 

states had such requirements in effect for the 2020 election (Highton 2017, 153; NCSL 2017; 

NCSL 2020). Table 2.2 provides a visual overview of the distribution of the treatment of interest 

across states and over time among the states that have adopted strict photo ID-requirements. 

Note that the year adopted refers to the year a law was passed, not the year it was implemented. 

Because some laws were blocked in court prior to implementation, not all of the states have 

actually undergone treatment. 

 

Table 2.2 States with strict photo ID-requirements, by election 

  In effect for election 

State Law adopted 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 

Indiana 2005         

Georgia 2005         

Missouri 2006         
Alabama 2011         

Kansas 2011         

Tennessee* 2011         

Texas 2011         
Wisconsin 2011         

Mississippi 2012      

   

Pennsylvania 2012         
Arkansas 2013         
North Carolina 2013         
Virginia 2013         
North Dakota 2015         
* Tennessee made its law stricter in 2013 by reducing the types of photo IDs registrants are 

allowed to use to verify their identities. 

Source: NCSL (2017; 2020), Brennan Center for Justice (2016), various news articles. 
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2.3 The debate 

 

To the international observer, the controversy surrounding voter ID-requirements in the United 

States may seem puzzling – for instance, requiring photographic ID to cast a ballot is established 

practice in Norway and numerous other democracies (Norwegian Directorate of Elections 2021; 

Shaffer & Wang 2009). However, examining Indiana’s pioneering strict photo ID-law in an 

international perspective, Schaffer & Wang (2009) find it to be an outlier in terms of its 

strictness, the types of documents accepted, the ease of acquiring these, the consequences of 

lacking ID, and the exceptions granted. More generally, another key difference lies in the 

American context and the highly partisan nature of the debate over voter ID. 

 

Proponents of voter ID argue that they are necessary in order to prevent voter fraud (Fund 

2008). Voter fraud – “the intentional corruption of the electoral process by voters” – is 

distinguishable from the wider concept of election fraud in that it is perpetrated by voters, and 

not election workers, parties, or other organizations, while the requirement of intent separates 

it from accidental errors (Minnite 2010, 36). Voter fraud can take several forms; the most 

relevant to the topic of voter ID is impersonation fraud, whereby a fraudster casts a vote in 

someone else’s name (Hasen 2012, 61). Highlighting the need to ensure public confidence in 

American elections in the face of such threats, supporters of voter ID-laws maintain that 

“requiring individuals to authenticate their identity at the polls is a fundamental and necessary 

component of ensuring the integrity of the election process” (Von Spakovsky 2011, 1). 

 

Opponents of voter ID point out that voter fraud in the United States – particularly 

impersonation fraud – is so rare as to be virtually nonexistent, and that the true threat comes 

from the new laws themselves, in the form of voter suppression (Hasen 2012). As the argument 

goes, requiring ID at the polling station makes it more difficult to vote for eligible voters lacking 

valid ID, which could in turn deter them from voting. In this view, voter ID-laws are at best a 

flawed solution to an imaginary problem, and at worst a deliberate attempt at voter suppression 

– yet another entry in the history of disenfranchisement outlined by Keyssar (2000). 
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Regardless of whether one accepts the charges of voter suppression, the issue has a historical 

parallel in the introduction of the secret ballot and voter registration in the late 19th century. 

Like voter ID-requirements, these measures intuitively offer an intrinsic benefit in terms of 

safeguarding against voter fraud – indeed, to the modern observer secret ballots are 

commonsensical to the point where their absence is likely to be considered a threat to electoral 

integrity. However, in the era of Jim Crow, “the secret ballot also operated as a de facto literacy 

test for illiterate voters who now had to vote on their own” (Briffault 2002, 1518), while 

requiring voters to register in advance “kept large numbers (probably millions) of eligible voters 

from the polls” (Keyssar 2000, 158). They thus offer an early example of the tension between 

efforts to combat voter fraud and the ideal of electoral inclusiveness. Note that Keyssar (158-

162) cautions that we cannot know the motives of the legislators passing these measures, and 

suggests that electoral self-interest did plausibly combine with genuine desires to safeguard the 

democratic process. 

 

2.3.1 The partisan angle 

The final key to the debate over voter ID is its highly partisan nature, which is closely tied to 

the hypothesized effect such requirements will have on turnout. Generally, higher turnout is 

thought to advantage Democrats while lower turnout favors Republicans, as non-voters are 

slightly left-leaning (Martinez & Gill 2005; Hansford & Gomez 2010; Leighley & Nagler 2013, 

159). In the case of voter ID-requirements, a central part of the backlash against them is the 

claim that they will disproportionately burden certain particularly vulnerable groups: poor 

voters, minorities, the elderly, women, and the disabled (Sobel & Smith 2009, 107). Crucially, 

most of these groups tend to vote Democratic (CNN 2021). For this reason, opposition to and 

support of voter ID-laws generally forms around party lines (Gronke et al. 2019). 

 

Several studies examining the determinants of the adoption of ID-requirements have found that 

voter ID-laws are most likely to be adopted when Republicans have a legislative majority but 

elections are closely competitive – in other words, when Republican lawmakers have both the 

means and the motive to do so (Hicks et al. 2015; Biggers & Hanmer 2017). Bentele & O’Brien 

(2013) find that a similar pattern extends to the passage of restrictive voting policies more 

generally. Furthermore, this partisan cleavage is not just an elite phenomenon: when examining 

popular support at the individual-level, Stewart et al. (2016, 1455) find that “partisan identity 
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[is a] powerful variable in predicting both support for voter identification laws and beliefs in 

the prevalence of voter fraud.” 

 

Perhaps the strongest indicator of the partisan nature of voter ID-laws lies in table 2.3. Adapted 

from Highton (2017, 153), it shows the states that have adopted strict photographic ID-

requirements and which party controlled the respective branches of state government at the time 

the law was passed. In all but two cases, all three branches of government were under 

Republican control. In Arkansas, the Democratic governor dutifully vetoed the law but was 

overruled by the legislature, while the Virginia state senate split down the middle as all 

Republican lawmakers voted in favor of the bill and all Democrats voted against – the stalemate 

was broken when the Republican lieutenant governor voted in favor. 

 

Table 2.3 Adoption of strict photo ID-laws and party control of state government 

State Law adopted 

Party control of lower house/upper 

house/governorship 

Indiana 2005 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Georgia 2005 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Missouri 2006 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Alabama 2011 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Kansas 2011 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Tennessee 2011 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Texas 2011 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Wisconsin 2011 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Mississippi 2012 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Pennsylvania 2012 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Arkansas 2013 Rep/Rep/Dem 

North Carolina 2013 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Virginia 2013 Rep/Even/Rep 

North Dakota 2015 Rep/Rep/Rep 

Source: Highton (2017). 
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Taken as a whole, it seems plausible that “partisan debates about voter identification laws 

reflect party competition over election outcomes” (Highton 2017, 154). In this thesis, I make 

no judgment as to whether a lower turnout resulting from voter ID-requirements is an acceptable 

cost to ensure against voter fraud, or indeed if conceptualizing the issue as a dichotomous trade-

off is valid in the first place. Similarly, I do not attempt to prove or disprove that voter ID-laws 

are adopted strategically to manipulate turnout. Rather, I simply seek to determine whether they 

do. 
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3 Theory and previous research 

 

In this chapter, I discuss the reasons why requiring voters to show photographic ID may be 

expected to negatively impact turnout rates, as well as the countervailing forces that could 

potentially offset this dampening effect. The discussion culminates in the specification of two 

hypotheses for testing. I also review past research on the effects of voter ID-laws. 

 

3.1 Voter ID and turnout – theoretical expectations 

 

My research question is motivated by the high degree of public debate surrounding the issue of 

voter ID and its potential real-world implications for democratic fairness. Claims of how and 

why voter ID-laws will lower turnout are plentiful in the public discourse; below, I show that 

these claims implicitly rest on a logic of individual rationality and cost/benefit-analysis. 

Explicating this underlying reasoning and anchoring the analysis in theory is useful in order to 

systematize these claims, evaluate their merit, and render them testable. My objective in this 

section is not to provide a comprehensive theoretical framework of the determinants of turnout. 

Rather, I introduce a simple rational choice model of voting as a tool with which to more 

rigorously explore the intuition behind the allegation that voter ID-laws will lead to lower 

turnout. I also discuss alternative theoretical explanations of why people vote, along with 

scholarly work offering a different perspective on the effect of voter ID-laws on turnout. 

 

3.1.1 The calculus of voting 

For the purposes of studying the effect of voter ID-laws, it is useful to think of voting in terms 

of costs and benefits. I therefore adopt a rational choice approach, using the so-called calculus 

of voting first introduced by Downs (1957). According to Downs, an individual’s decision to 

vote or abstain can be summarized in the following simple equation, 

(1) R = PB – C, 

wherein R represents the individual’s utility-gain from voting, which is determined by: B, the 

benefit of having his preferred candidate or party win (relative to the alternative); P, the 
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probability that his vote will matter (in terms of producing the desired outcome); and C, the 

costs associated with the act of voting (Riker & Ordeshook 1968, 25). Whether or not the 

individual votes depends on whether or not R is positive or negative. Put simply: “[E]very 

rational man decides whether to vote just as he makes all other decisions: if the returns outweigh 

the costs, he votes; if not, he abstains” (Downs 1957, 260). 

 

A significant criticism levelled against the calculus of voting is that equation (1) seems to 

predict that virtually all actors should abstain when voting is not entirely costless. In a national 

election with a large electorate, the probability of any single vote being decisive is exceedingly 

small. For the term PB to outweigh even a small C, then, the differential benefit of an individual 

having his preferred candidate win would have to be enormously – unrealistically – large (Riker 

& Ordeshook 1968, 26). The above model thus leads to the obviously false prediction that no 

rational actors will vote. 

 

Several changes to the model have been suggested to explain why voting nevertheless occurs 

(Blais 2000, 3; Evans 2004, 83-87). Famously, Riker & Ordershook (1968) amend the model 

by introducing a new term, D: 

 (2) R = PB – C + D. 

While B represents the instrumental value of voting and is thus conditional on achieving the 

desired outcome (represented by P), D represents the intrinsic value associated with the act of 

voting itself – regardless of the outcome. Elements of D include one’s sense of civic duty, the 

desire to support the political system, expression of one’s partisan preferences, and the 

satisfaction derived from informing oneself and participating in politics (Riker & Ordeshook 

1968, 28). Though the contents of this term are not exhaustively defined, embodied within it 

are “any additional benefits that an individual receives from the act of voting” (Rolje 2012, 8). 

It therefore serves to explain why rational actors may still decide to bear the costs of voting, 

despite the low probability of individual instrumental efficacy. 

 

The key prediction of the calculus of voting and the rational choice approach to turnout is that 

the decision to vote or abstain is likely a marginal one. Aldrich (1993) conceptualizes voting as 

both a low-cost and a low-benefit action, and argues that as such, even slight changes in the 
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costs of voting may alter turnout. He emphasizes how this creates an opportunity for elites to 

influence turnout through their strategic actions – recall from the previous chapter that voter 

ID-laws are likely once such example (Aldrich 1993, 274; Highton 2017, 156). Given this, it 

appears plausible that, ceteris paribus, increasing the cost of voting is likely to lead to lower 

turnout rates, if only slightly (Aldrich 1993, 250). 

 

3.1.2 Voter ID-requirements and the costs of voting 

What, then, are the costs of voting? Since the abolishment of poll taxes, voting is rarely costly 

in the monetary sense – at least not directly. However, this is not to say it is costless. Downs 

(1957, 265) argues that the main price voters pay is one of time: “[T]ime is the principal cost 

of voting: time to register, to discover what parties are running, to deliberate, to go to the polls, 

and to mark the ballot. Since time is a scarce resource, voting is inherently costly.” Blais et al. 

(2019) further distinguish between the direct costs of the act of voting itself, and indirect costs 

associated with informing oneself and making a decision. 

 

The direct costs of voting are both inescapable4 and fairly straightforward – time spent going 

to, from, and waiting at, the polling place – though, as Blais (2000, 84) points out, ultimately 

“voting is not a very demanding activity.” Information- and decision-costs, meanwhile, are 

more nebulous. According to Downs (1957, 210) voters must gather information, analyze it, 

and evaluate how it relates to their preferences in order to make a decision. Because this all 

takes time, voters employ a cost/benefit-analysis and strive only to become minimally informed 

(Downs 1957, 207, 219). Still, even these minimal costs are avoidable if the individual decides 

at the outset of the campaign that he will abstain (Blais 2000, 84). 

 

Additionally, voters may also be required to bear costs before the election in order to be eligible 

to vote. In the American context, the prime example of this is the fact that prospective voters 

must register as such. In this respect, voter ID represents a similar cost to voter registration. 

Essentially, there are two channels through which ID-requirements may cause fewer people to 

vote: first, there is a mechanical effect, whereby voters without ID are turned away at the polls; 

                                                           
4 With the exception of absentee and mail-in ballots, which historically have constituted a small but increasing 

share of votes (Stewart 2021). In the election of 2020, nearly half of all voters voted by mail, though 

circumstances were exceptional owing to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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second, there is a deterrent effect, whereby voters without ID fail to turn out at all (Grimmer & 

Yoder 2021). 

 

For voters lacking valid identification under the new law, voter ID-laws add an additional cost 

to voting in that they must now obtain ID prior to Election Day. Again, this is mainly a time-

cost: time spent gathering documentation, travel time to the nearest issuing office, and time 

spent waiting in line (Shapiro & Moran 2019). Compounding this is the fact that many voters 

lack access to transportation5 and live far from an ID-issuing office, which may in turn have 

limited opening hours (Gaskins & Iyer 2012). Though small, this cost may cause some to 

choose abstention where they would otherwise have voted. Recall that the decision to turn out 

is likely marginal: if the equation is already perilously balanced, the time- and resource-

expenditure required to acquire ID may tip the scales in favor of abstaining.  

 

For some voters, the barrier might be higher still: while some might simply find it inconvenient 

to obtain valid identification, for others it may be practically impossible due to prohibitively 

long travel time, unavailability of transportation, an inability to take time off from work during 

opening hours, or other factors. In this scenario, voters are not simply discouraged from voting, 

but effectively barred from it. 

 

Finally, much of the backlash against voter ID-laws centers on the assumption that the costs of 

voter ID-laws are not evenly distributed, but rather that some groups will be affected more 

strongly than others. Mainly, this concerns groups that tend to vote Democratic – see the 

discussion on the partisan nature of voter ID in the previous chapter. The prediction of a 

differential impact is mainly a function of supposed differences in rates of ID-holding: If 

members of certain groups are less likely to have ID then these groups are more likely to have 

turnout rates be negatively affected by ID-requirements, as more of their members perceive 

their costs of voting to have increased. Furthermore, socio-economic differences between 

groups mean the costs of acquiring ID could be comparatively harder to bear for some. The 

effect could compound if such cleavages overlap with differences in ID-holding. This paper 

focuses on racial and ethnic minorities, as they are the group that has received the most attention 

                                                           
5 Voters without a driver’s license are, for obvious reasons, somewhat restricted in this regard. 
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both in the literature and in the public eye. See the section on previous studies below for more 

on the empirical plausibility of the above claims as they pertain to minority voters. 

 

3.1.3 Alternative theories of voting and counteracting forces 

The calculus of voting is not the only suggested explanation of why people vote. Turning the 

question on its head, Brady et al. (1995, 271) highlight three alternative reasons why people 

choose not to participate: “because they can’t, because they don’t want to, or because nobody 

asked.” 

 

The first reason – “They can’t” – is commonly referred to as the resource model, and focuses 

on the resources available to the individual: time, money, and civic skills (Brady et al. 1995, 

273). The more of these an individual has, the more able he is to bear the costs of voting and 

thus the more likely he is to participate (Blais 2000, 12). In contrast to the calculus of voting, 

however, this approach pays little attention to the benefits of voting – they are simply assumed. 

The resource model highlights how the impact of cost-increases are likely conditional on 

individual socio-economic status and thus lends credence to the hypothesized differential 

impact of ID-requirements. 

 

Meanwhile, “They don’t want to” corresponds to the psychological engagement theory of 

voting, which focuses precisely on the motivation for voting: “Bluntly put, it asserts that the 

more interested a person is in politics, the more likely she is to participate in general and to 

vote” (Blais 2000, 13). However, this risks triviality, as one must then explain why people take 

an interest in politics in the first place (Blais 2007, 631). 

 

While both the resource model and the psychological engagement theory have largely 

individualistic views on voting, “Nobody asked” is the answer associated with mobilization 

theory, which emphasizes contextual causes. Rosenstone & Hansen (1993) argue that people 

vote because they are induced to do so by external actors: informal social networks, political 

parties, and group networks like churches, voluntary associations and, trade unions (Schulz-

Herzenberg 2019, 142). Mobilization occurs through social pressure that effectively raises the 
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cost of abstaining or, as Blais (2000, 13) points out, through efforts that reduce the cost of voting 

whereby “[actors] drive people to the poll on election day and provide cheap information about 

the issues.” 

 

None of these traditions are necessarily incompatible with rational choice theory; however, 

other theories of voting more directly challenge this approach. The inclusion of a D-term in the 

calculus of voting has garnered criticism for including non-rational elements in the model and 

thus rendering it tautological and the rational choice approach useless in terms of predictive 

power (Blais 2000, 4-5; Rolfe 2012, 8). Meanwhile, what Blais (2000, 14) calls the sociological 

interpretation sees these elements of the D-term as the main drivers of voting. Here, voters are 

understood as collective actors, acting not based on their own interest but that of the community. 

 

In an effort that draws on both the sociological tradition and mobilization theory,  Rolfe (2012) 

develops a social theory of voting in which an individual’s decision to vote is not a function of 

an internal cost/benefit-analysis, but rather is driven by the behavior of those in his social 

network. This “conditional choice” approach “puts social cognition and social interaction – not 

individual preferences – at the center of individual decision-making.” (Rolfe 2012, 5).  Thus, 

in deciding to vote or not, voters do not seek to maximize their own benefits so much as act in 

accordance with group goals (Rolfe 2012, 6). People turn out to vote when they perceive voting 

to be important to members of their reference group – the larger the social network the more 

likely that they will be mobilized (Rolfe 2012, 98-101). Put simply: voting is contagious. 

 

For present purposes, the key takeaway from Rolfe’s theory and others in the sociological 

tradition is that they are theories in which individual benefits and – more importantly for the 

discussion of voter ID – costs are not the key factors determining whether people vote. In this 

view, we may expect less of an effect on turnout resulting from the increased cost of new ID-

requirements than the calculus of voting suggests. 

 

Relatedly, in addition to the idea that costs and benefits may not be integral to the voting 

decision, several other factors could potentially counteract the turnout-depressing effects of 

voter ID-requirements (Highton 2017, 157).  Mobilization theory suggests one avenue, in that 
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actors may respond by attempting to neutralize the perceived negative effect through deliberate 

mobilization efforts. While the low-cost, low-benefit nature of voting provides strategic 

politicians with the opportunity to suppress turnout, it also enables them to augment it. Political 

elites who see their position threatened by lower turnout resulting from the new laws have every 

incentive to try to counteract them: 

[G]iven the belief that strict voter identification laws advantage the Republican Party, 

the Democratic Party has a strong incentive to mobilize Democratic voters with proper 

identification and to help those who do not already have proper identification to obtain 

it.” (Highton 2017, 157) 

 

There is also the possibility of voter ID-laws leading to increased psychological engagement, 

as people outraged by the perceived attempt at voter suppression rally at the polling station.6 

Valentino & Neuner (2017) demonstrate how media frames emphasizing the controversy 

surrounding voter ID makes voters angry and increase their likelihood of participation. 

Moreover, this outrage-effect is stronger for Democratic voter groups, who are mobilized by 

exposure to both frames of voter fraud and voter suppression (Valentino & Neuner 2017, 347). 

This individual mobilizing effect may thus specifically offset the differential impact of voter 

ID-laws outlined previously. 

 

Finally, Vercellotti & Andersen (2009) argue that the negative effects of ID-requirements are 

likely to be strongest immediately after implementation. Even voters who own or would acquire 

ID may initially fail to comply simply because they are unaware of the new requirements.7 

Vercellotti & Andersen suggest a learning curve in which the frequency of such occurrences 

decline with time as more people become aware of the new law and acquire valid identification. 

However, this temporal weakening of the demobilizing effect may apply equally to the 

counteracting forces outlined above: as the issue of voter ID becomes less salient, both party 

mobilization efforts and voter outrage are likely to decrease. The expected long-term effect is 

                                                           
6 See Biggers & Smith (2020) for a study on the mobilizing effect of disenfranchisement in a different area of 

electoral policy. 
7 Stewart et al. (2015, 1482) find that only 57% of respondents living in states with strict photo ID-laws at the 

time of their study were aware of the requirement. 
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thus theoretically unclear. A key strength of my research design is precisely that it explicates 

how the treatment effect develops over time and therefore allows investigation of this issue. 

 

3.2 Hypotheses 

 

The controversy surrounding voter ID-laws suggests that requiring voters to show photographic 

ID could cause fewer people to vote. For the portion of the electorate that lack valid ID, voter 

ID-requirements represent an increase in the costs associated with voting. For some, this 

increase may be sufficiently large to cause them to abstain. We can therefore expect ID-laws to 

negatively affect turnout:  

 

H1: Implementation of strict photographic voter ID-requirements lowers a state’s 

turnout rate, relative to what it would otherwise be. 

 

However, while this prediction builds on a rational choice approach to voting, alternative 

perspectives on participation suggest that increasing the cost of voting may not severely 

influence turnout. Additionally, the contentious nature of the issue might spur mobilization – 

both top-down and at grassroots level – which could moderate, or even nullify, any 

demobilizing effects in the aggregate. There is thus reason to expect only a weak or no effect. 

 

Finally, much of the backlash against voter ID-laws centers on an assumption that the 

dampening effect on turnout will be unevenly distributed. Minority voters are thought to be 

particularly vulnerable. I therefore consider a second hypothesis to investigate the possible 

differential impact of voter ID-laws: 

 

H2: Strict photographic voter ID-requirements lower minority turnout more than non-

minority turnout. 
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3.3 Previous research on voter ID-laws 

 

In this section, I examine the empirical literature relating to the study of voter ID-laws. I begin 

by investigating some empirical patterns on which the plausibility of my hypotheses depends, 

drawing on descriptive studies of ID-holding and turnout. I then review studies directly 

estimating the effect of voter ID-laws on turnout and summarize their findings. 

 

3.3.1 Empirical plausibility 

How exactly do voter ID-laws increase the costs of voting? Highton (2017, 156) concisely lays 

out the micro-level prerequisites for a negative treatment effect: 

If some people (a) who would otherwise vote (b) do not have one of the required forms 

of identification and (c) are not sufficiently interested and motivated or lack the 

resources to obtain the necessary identification in advance of the election, then turnout 

will be lower as a result of a voter identification law. 

The macro-level effect on turnout thus depends on the proportion of the electorate who exhibit 

(a), (b), and (c). If everyone either has valid ID or is willing and able to bear to cost to obtain 

it, or no one without ID would vote anyway, voter ID-laws are unlikely to alter turnout 

significantly. The previous discussion leads us to assume (c) to hold for at least part of the 

electorate. The plausibility of a negative effect of voter ID-laws on turnout thus hinges on some 

empirical patterns, which warrant examination. 

 

Logically, voter ID-requirements mainly represent an increase in costs to the portion of the 

electorate who lack valid ID; for those who already have the requisite documents, no new 

actions are required and thus the costs are unchanged. Stewart (2013) conducts a nationally 

representative study on rates of ID-holding among registered voters. Though many forms of ID 

exist and there is variation even among states with strict photographic ID-requirements 

regarding which types are accepted, driver’s licenses and passports are – in addition to being 

the most commonly held forms of photographic ID – accepted in all these states (Stewart 2013, 

38; NCSL 2020). Of the two, driver’s licenses are by far the most common: 91% of respondents 

report having a driver’s license while only 41% own a passport (Stewart 2013, 36). Nine percent 
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of voters thus lack any form of driver’s license. However, some states additionally require 

licenses to be unexpired and match the address and exact name under which the voter is 

registered. Fully 20% of voters fail to meet these criteria (Stewart 2013, 40). It therefore appears 

plausible that for at least some voters, voter ID-laws of the kind considered here represent an 

additional obstacle to voting. 

 

Of course, if voters lacking valid ID under the new law would not have voted anyway, turnout 

will remain unaffected. As far as could be ascertained, no comprehensive national study exists 

comparing turnout and ID-holding. However, in a study of Georgia, Hood & Bullock (2012) 

find that registered voters without a driver’s license were considerably less likely to vote than 

those with licenses in the two elections preceding implementation of ID-requirements, with a 

gap in turnout rates in excess of 30 percentage points. Thus, while we can reasonably assume 

that the turnout rate among the ID-less portion of the electorate is not zero, the relatively low 

turnout among this group suggests a limited potential for voter ID-laws to impact overall turnout 

rates. 

 

Regarding the hypothesized differential impact, Stewart (2013, 41) finds that 93% of white 

voters have a driver’s license, compared to 90% of Hispanics and 79% of African-Americans. 

However, when controlling for the more stringent criteria mentioned above, fully 37% of blacks 

and 27% of Hispanics lack valid ID, compared to 16% of whites. Black and Hispanic voters, 

then, are less likely to hold valid ID, especially under the strictest requirements. Barreto et al. 

(2019) also find that various minority groups are less likely than whites to hold unexpired, 

government issued ID. Furthermore, they show that this pattern holds even when controlling 

for key socio-economic factors like income and education, suggesting that the gap is distinctly 

racial. Additionally, because minority voters are on average poorer than non-minorities, the 

cost of acquiring identification is arguably harder to bear for this group (Kochhar & Cilluffo 

2018). These observations lend credence to the claim that minorities will be disproportionately 

affected. On the other hand, they are balanced by the fact that minority voters are on average 

more likely to abstain relative to white voters, meaning the proportion of potentially excluded 

voters is smaller (Fraga 2018). 
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3.3.2 Previous studies on the effect of voter ID-laws on turnout 

In an article titled “Voter Identification Laws and Turnout in the United States” published in 

the Annual Review of Political Science, Highton (2017) conducts a metastudy of existing 

research investigating the effects of ID-requirements on turnout. He acknowledges the self-

selection and resulting nonrandom assignment of treatment as a major obstacle to causal 

inference, and therefore gives precedence to studies that he deems to sufficiently control for 

cross-state differences, of which he finds four. 

 

Using a difference-in-differences design, Erikson & Minnite (2009) find restrictive ID-laws to 

be associated with a slight drop in turnout, but the effect fails to reach conventional significance 

levels. Meanwhile, Alvarez et al. (2011) employ a Bayesian shrinkage estimator to show that 

that turnout decreases slightly as ID-requirements become more restrictive, but the effect is 

again small – at most 2 points difference in turnout. 

 

While neither of the first two studies analyze elections after 2006, Dropp (2013)8 leverages 

more recent data. He finds a noticeable drop in turnout of treated states in half of the four 

election-pairs under study. Lastly, the US Government Accountability Office [GAO] (2014) 

conduct a study comparing two states implementing strict photographic ID-requirements to four 

similar control states. The analysis shows an average decrease in turnout of 2.6 percentage 

points between 2008 and 2012. Regarding the group-level differential impact, GAO (2014) 

finds a stronger effect among African-Americans in both treated states, while Dropp (2013) 

finds similar evidence only for some elections. 

 

Emphasizing that none of these studies found a turnout-effect larger than 4 percentage points – 

neither overall nor at the group-level – Highton (2017, 163) concludes that “the claim that voter 

identification laws depress turnout to a substantial degree is difficult to sustain based on existing 

                                                           
8 This study is cited by Highton as an unpublished manuscript, with a hyperlink to a now expired domain. As I 

have been unable to retrieve it elsewhere, I have not included it in my references. The full citation as it appears 

in Highton is as follows: 

Dropp KA. 2013. Voter identification laws and voter turnout. Unpublished manuscript. 

http://kyledropp.weebly.com/current-research.html  

http://kyledropp.weebly.com/current-research.html
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evidence.” However, the most recent article considered by Highton was published in 2015. 

Since then, some additional studies have been published. 

 

Hajnal et al. (2017) find evidence of a clear negative effect. Focusing on the differential impact 

of strict ID-requirements (both photographic and non-photographic), they use validated survey 

data for congressional elections in all states between 2006 and 2014 to investigate the impact 

on turnout. The analysis shows that turnout rates of ethnic and racial minorities are 

disproportionately negatively affected, particularly in primary elections. Consistent with claims 

of the strategic nature of voter ID-laws, Hajnal et al. also find that left-leaning voters are more 

likely to experience turnout declines than those on the political right. Grimmer et al. (2018) 

argue that these findings are due to methodological errors in the study that, when corrected for, 

could yield positive, negative or null estimates of the effect. When replicating the study using 

data from the Current Population Survey, Pryor et al. (2019) find a negative overall effect on 

turnout, but also – curiously – that white voters are more strongly affected that non-whites. 

 

Fraga (2018) integrates employs a multi-year DID on so-called voter file data to assess the 

potential differential impact of photo ID-laws (both strict and non-strict) among minority 

voters. His results display a high degree of variability depending on election, state, exact ethnic 

group, and type of ID-requirement. While many permutations of the above indicate a significant 

negative effect, Fraga also finds equally strong evidence of a positive effect for others. Most 

estimates range between -4 and +4 percentage points change in turnout. He concludes that “we 

do not yet have consistent evidence of a differential, negative effect of voter identification laws 

on minority turnout as compared to non-Hispanic White voter turnout” (Fraga 2018, 184). 

 

Meanwhile, using data on state-level turnout rates over 8 elections, Heller et al. (2019) find no 

significant evidence of a decrease in neither overall turnout rates nor those of black voters. They 

do find a small (2.6 - 5.4 percentage point) decrease among Hispanics, but this effect disappears 

when using fixed effects to control for cross-state heterogeneities. 

 

Comparing the 2012 and 2016 presidential elections using a difference-in-differences design, 

Kuk et al. show that in the four states which implemented strict photo ID-requirements in this 
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period, turnout declined more in racially diverse counties (relative to predominantly white ones) 

than in other states. They find that turnout in counties with a 75% non-white population fell by 

1.5 - 2.6 percentage points more in treated states than in the control group (Kuk et al. 2020, 5). 

 

Grimmer & Yoder (2021) focus on the group theory predicts to be most strongly affected: those 

without ID. They exploit the experience of North Carolina in 2016, where a strict photo ID-law 

was in effect for the primary election but was struck down before the general election. They 

argue that the deterrent effect of ID-laws persists even after the law itself is repealed if voters 

are not sufficiently informed of the change. The results support this, but the estimated effect is 

not very large: among the 3% of registered voters lacking ID there was a 0.7 percentage point 

drop in turnout for the 2016 primaries (relative to those with ID), and a 2.6 point decrease in 

the general election. Additionally, because minorities and Democrats were less likely to hold 

ID, they were disproportionately affected. Note that the causal estimate here is the differential 

effect on those without ID relative to ID-holders, not the overall effect on turnout (Grimmer & 

Yoder 2021, 10). 

 

Most recently, Cantoni & Pons (2021) apply a difference-in-differences design to investigate 

the effect of strict ID-requirements (both photographic and non-photographic). Utilizing voter 

file data compiled by a private data vendor, their dataset contains information on virtually all 

American voters over a 10-year period, for a total of 1.6 billion (!) observations. The analysis 

reveals “no negative effect on registration or turnout, overall or for any group defined by race, 

gender, age, or party affiliation” (Cantoni & Pons 2021, 1). The overall change in turnout 

resulting from strict ID-laws is estimated to lie between -3.0 and 2.8 percentage points. In 

exploring the cause of the null findings, they find no evidence of a counteracting force due to 

backlash, though there is some evidence of party mobilization.  

 

In summary, the picture is mixed. Some studies find no significant impact of voter ID-

requirements on turnout. Many, however, seem to indicate a negative effect, particularly among 

minorities. Taken together, the literature seems to suggest that to the degree to which an effect 

exists, it is likely to be small in magnitude. In any case, researchers seem unanimous on one 

important point: correctly identifying the effect of voter ID-laws is difficult, and no study is 
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likely to do it perfectly. In the next chapter, I elaborate on the challenges to causal inference 

and detail how they are addressed in this paper through a synthetic control approach based on 

a counterfactual conceptualization of causality.9 

 

  

                                                           
9 Highton (2017), in fact, identifies synthetic control as a fruitful avenue for future research. 
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4 Methodology 

 

In this chapter, I will account for the strategies employed to estimate the effect of voter ID-laws 

on turnout: the synthetic control method and difference-in-differences analysis. I begin more 

broadly, however, by introducing the potential outcomes framework as a useful way of 

conceptualizing causality and discussing the feasibility of making causal inferences regarding 

social science phenomena. 

 

4.1 Causal effects and the problem of counterfactual outcomes 

 

Gerring (2012, 199) defines causality as follows: “[T]o say that a factor, X, is a cause of an 

outcome, Y, is to say that a change in X generates a change in Y relative to what Y would 

otherwise be.” If X is a binary treatment to which units of interest are either exposed or not, the 

causal effect of X under the above definition is the difference between Y when the treatment is 

in effect and Y when it is not. This can be formalized using the potential outcomes framework 

– also referred to as the Rubin causal model or the counterfactual model of causality (Rubin 

1974; Morgan & Winship 2007). Conceptualizing the cause X as a binary treatment, we must 

consider two conceivable outcomes Y for any unit i. Yi(1) is the outcome when the unit receives 

treatment (X = 1) and Yi(0) is the outcome without treatment (X = 0). Estimating the causal 

effect of the treatment on any unit i is simply a matter of subtracting the “baseline” outcome 

from the treatment outcome: Yi(1) - Yi(0). 

 

The problem, as the name of the framework suggests, is that these outcomes are potential. 

Because they are mutually exclusive in the sense that no unit can simultaneously receive and 

not receive treatment, at any given time only one outcome is realized and observable. To put it 

– somewhat absurdly – in the language of the present application: no state simultaneously does 

and does not require voters to show photographic ID.  If unit i receives treatment, we can 

observe its outcome under treatment Yi(1), but not its outcome absent treatment Yi(0). Vice 

versa, for a unit that did not receive treatment, we can observe Yi(0) but not Yi(1). This is what 

is known as the fundamental problem of causal inference (Imai 2017; Morgan & Winship 2007; 
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Gerring 2012). Because counterfactual outcomes are unobservable the above arithmetic 

becomes impossible to perform, and thus we cannot know the effect of a treatment on an 

individual unit of analysis. Writes Gerring (2012, 218): 

One can never know with absolute certainty whether some factor caused an outcome to 

occur, because one cannot go back in time to re-play events exactly as they happened, 

changing only the factor of interest and observing the outcome under this altered 

condition. The causal counterfactual can never be directly observed for there are no 

time-machines. 

 

4.1.1 Dealing with the counterfactual problem 

Absent Gerring’s hypothetical time machine, causal inference centers on how best to estimate 

the unknowable counterfactual outcome. The strength of a causal research design therefore 

revolves around the choice of identification strategy – or approach to identifying a substitute 

for the counterfactual. Effectively, this involves making an assumption “about what observed 

quantity is a good counterfactual for the treated units [emphasis added]” (Keele & Minozzi 

2013, 194). 

 

The randomized experiment is commonly referred to as the gold standard for causal inference 

(Imai 2017, 49). Two features allow experimental designs to effectively circumvent the 

counterfactual problem. First, they shift the focus from individual-level effects to estimating 

group-level average effects, by dividing units of observation into a minimum of two groups, 

where units in one group receive the treatment while those in the other group do not. Second, 

units are randomly assigned to the treatment and control groups. When the number of units is 

sufficiently large, this randomization means that we can reasonably assume that the two groups 

are – in the aggregate – identical in all aspects save for the treatment (Imai 2017, 50). Put 

differently, there are no systematic differences across groups, only random ones. We can 

therefore calculate the average treatment effect (ATE) as the difference between mean treatment 

and control group outcomes. Because of this ability to ensure comparability of treated and 

control units, the experiment functions as an ideal type for causal research; alternative methods 

are judged on the basis of how well they can replicate the features of an experiment. The closer 

the approximation of experimental conditions, the more valid are the causal inferences (Gerring 

2012, 257). 
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Conducting an experiment, however, requires that the researcher be able to manipulate the 

treatment – to control its assignment to ensure that it is random. Given the phenomena of study, 

this is rarely possible in the social sciences – for instance, no researcher can dictate which states 

do and do not adopt voter ID-requirements. Rather, social scientists have to make due with 

observational data, where the treatment is out of their control and therefore likely nonrandomly 

assigned or even self-selected. (Morgan & Winship 2007, 41). This means treatment and control 

groups are likely to differ in ways other than the treatment, which in turn makes control group 

outcomes invalid as a counterfactual, because between-group differences in outcomes are likely 

to be confounded if these additional dissimilarities also affect the dependent variable (Imai 

2017, 57-58). Simple comparison of group means is therefore inappropriate, as it will generate 

biased estimates of the causal effect. 

 

For this reason, social science research often requires more sophisticated methods to solve the 

counterfactual problem. When the treatment of interest is in the form of a government policy 

change – as is the case with this paper – one should be particularly aware of endogeneity issues 

whereby treatment assignment is correlated with the outcome variable, as units essentially self-

select into treatment and control groups. Besley & Case (2000, 693) write: “There is little doubt 

that policy choice is purposeful action and can rarely be treated as experimental data. The real 

issue is how to deal with this.” To this question I now turn. 

 

4.2 The synthetic control method 

 

A common strategy for inferring counterfactual outcomes is through the comparative method. 

In a most-similar-systems design, the researcher compares a case exposed to the cause of 

interest to one or more cases that are not, using the latter as a substitute for the counterfactual 

scenario (Landman 2008, 70). Crucially, this hinges on choosing control cases that are similar 

to the treated case. Pioneered by Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003), the synthetic control method is 

fundamentally a form of comparison in which a single, synthetic comparison unit is created as 

a weighted average of several control cases, under the assumption that “a combination of units 

often provides a better comparison for the unit exposed to the intervention than any single unit 
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alone” (Abadie et al. 2010, 494).10  If the trend in the dependent variable (e.g. turnout) of the 

synthetic control closely matches the treatment unit in the period prior to treatment, there is 

reason to believe that it would have matched in the post-treatment period as well if no 

intervention occurred (Abadie et al. 2015, 496-498). In other words: to the degree to which the 

pre-treatment fit is good, the synthetic control is assumed to be a valid counterfactual for the 

treated unit post-treatment, and any post-intervention discrepancy between the observed and 

counterfactual outcomes can be attributed to the intervention itself. 

 

The synthetic control method requires time-series data. To formalize how it deals with the 

counterfactual problem, it is therefore necessary to introduce a time dimension to the potential 

outcomes framework outline above. Consider a panel dataset with N units observed over T 

periods, one or more of which is at some point exposed to the treatment. The potential outcomes 

for unit i at time t are therefore Yi,t(1) and Yi,t(0), denoting the value with and without the 

treatment, respectively (Doudchenko & Imbens 2016, 2). All observations can be summarized 

as part of one of four matrices depending on whether the unit is treated or a control and whether 

the observation is made before or after the treatment occurred: 𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑜𝑏𝑠 , 𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , and 

𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑜𝑏𝑠 , the latter of which represents the treated outcomes, so that: 

𝒀𝑜𝑏𝑠 = (
𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑜𝑏𝑠  𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑟𝑒

𝑜𝑏𝑠
) = (

𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(1) 𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(0)

𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑒(0) 𝒀𝑐,𝑝𝑟𝑒(0)
) 

Recall that the causal effect for a given unit in a given period can be calculated as Yi,t(1) - 

Yi,t(0). To estimate the effect of the treatment we therefore need to compare the matrices 

𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(1) and 𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(0). However, as we only observe the former, the problem of inference 

turns into one of forecasting missing data (Xu 2017, 61). 

 

A fundamental identification assumption of the synthetic control method is that the 

counterfactual outcomes for treated units – the matrix 𝒀𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(0) – can be predicted as a linear 

combination of control unit outcomes (Doudchenko & Imbens 2016, 8). Weights are selected 

for each control unit so that the difference between the synthetic control and the treated unit is 

minimized over the pre-treatment period. One approach is to specify certain variables thought 

                                                           
10 For a Bayesian alternative to causal impact evaluation in a counterfactual framework, see Brodersen et al. 

(2015). 
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to have predictive power over the outcome. By matching on these, one can increase the 

probability that the similarities between treated and control units extend beyond the surface-

level to the underlying causal processes (Abadie et al. 2015, 498). Alternatively, the researcher 

can match solely on the pre-treatment trajectory of the outcome. Abadie et al. (2015, 498) 

suggest that this may help better control for unobserved confounders. I discuss this issue more 

in depth in the section on implementation below. In any case, to be a useful counterfactual, the 

trend in the dependent variable of the synthetic control should closely resemble that of the 

treated unit in the pre-treatment period. 

 

Relative to a qualitative comparative design, the synthetic control method has several 

advantages. As mentioned above, a key issue in comparative case studies concerns the selection 

of comparison units. When studying cases drawn from a relatively small population – as is often 

the case when studying aggregate units like states or countries – a suitably similar comparison 

may not exist (Abadie et al. 2015, 500). By combining data from several control units the 

synthetic control method solves this problem. Additionally, it provides a systematic and data-

driven way of selecting these units in a way that maximizes comparability, which enhances 

transparency and reliability (Abadie et al. 2015, 496). Finally, by plotting the predicted 

counterfactual alongside the treated unit in the pre-treatment period, synthetic control allows 

intuitive interpretation of its predictive power and – consequently – the validity of the results 

obtained (Samartsidis et al. 2019, 494). 

 

4.2.1 Generalized synthetic control 

While the original synthetic control method was designed as a form of case-study with only one 

treated unit, newer variations allow for both multiple treated units and variable treatment timing 

– a necessity for the present application, given that several states have adopted voter ID-

requirements and have done so at different times. One approach is the generalized synthetic 

control method (GSC) developed by Xu (2017), which simulates the counterfactual scenario 

using an interactive fixed effects (IFE) model interacting time-varying coefficients with unit-

specific intercepts. 
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The GSC imputes treated counterfactuals in three steps (Xu 2017, 63). First, the control group 

data is used to estimate an IFE model and obtain the time-varying coefficients (factors). Using 

a cross-validation procedure, the algorithm automatically selects the number of latent factors. 

Second, unit-specific intercepts (factor loadings) are estimated for each treated unit so that the 

mean square prediction error (MSPE) – or the average difference between the actual and 

predicted outcome – is minimized over the pre-treatment periods. This is analogous to the 

original synthetic control estimator seeking to match the treated unit as closely as possible prior 

to intervention. Finally, the obtained factors and factor loadings are used to calculate 

counterfactual outcomes for the treated units in the post-treatment periods. This latent factor-

approach allows the GSC to capture the effect of unobserved confounders if they can be 

decomposed into interactions between time-varying common shocks and unit-specific 

intercepts (Xu 2017, 4; Liu et al. 2020, 2). This includes time-varying confounders and is a key 

advantage relative to the difference-in-differences approach detailed below (Samartsidis et al. 

2019, 489). 

 

There are a number of other advantages to the GSC (Xu 2017, 59). While the original synthetic 

control method could technically accommodate several treated units by individually creating a 

synthetic control for each, the GSC does this is a single run. Additionally, it provides a simple 

and automated way of specifying the IFE model through the cross-validation procedure 

mentioned above. Finally, the GSC produces frequentist uncertainty estimates that make the 

validity of inferences straightforward to assess. This is achieved through a nonparametric 

bootstrap procedure when the number of treated units is large. When Ntr is small, a parametric 

bootstrap is employed, resampling the entire time series of residuals to preserve the serial 

correlation within units, which in turn avoids underestimation of the standard errors (Xu (2017, 

64). Through a number of simulation tests, Xu (2017, 67-68) show that the GSC produces 

relatively unbiased estimates and performs favorably compared to alternative estimators, 

including the original synthetic control estimator. 

 

4.2.2 Matrix completion method 

The matrix completion method (MCM) offers an alternative, yet similar way to simulate 

counterfactual outcomes for treated units/periods. Again treating the counterfactual problem as 

one of missing data, the MCM adopts a latent factor approach like that of the GSC, though it 
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does not explicitly estimate factors and loadings (Liu et al 2020, 11). Instead, the missing values 

are imputed directly in a matrix under the assumption that: “(i) the complete matrix is the sum 

of a low rank matrix plus noise and (ii), the missingness is completely at random” (Athey et al. 

2018, 2). Athey et al (2018) generalize this approach to situations where the missingness is not 

random but rather has a systematic time series structure, as is the case with the present 

application. Similar to the GSC, the MCM uses a cross-validation procedure to select an 

estimator that minimizes pre-intervention MSPE, with certain restrictions (Athey et al. 2018, 

10-12). Like the GSC, the MCM can also accommodate both multiple treated units and variable 

treatment timing, as well as capture the effect of unobserved confounders (Athey et al. 2018, 2; 

Liu et al. 2020). Below, I discuss the practical differences between the two estimators and their 

relative merit for this study. 

 

4.2.3 Assumptions 

Synthetic control – using both GSC and MCM – relies on a number of assumptions being 

satisfied in order to select the correct model and provide valid inferences. Because the estimator 

will still impute values even if certain assumptions are violated, it is not made immediately 

clear to the analyst when the results are inaccurate (Xu 2017, 59). Given this, it is crucial to 

make these assumptions explicit. 

 

The main assumption necessary for causal identification is that of strict exogeneity – that the 

error terms are independent of treatment assignment as well as both observed and unobserved 

covariates (Xu 2017, 61; Athey et al. 2018, 10, 16). Also known as the unconfoundedness or 

ignorability assumption, this is to say that, conditional on the model, there are no additional 

covariates confounding the relationship between treatment and outcome (Imai 2017, 371-372). 

Treatment assignment is then as-if random, without systematic differences between treated and 

control groups, as thus ignorable (Keele & Minozzi 2013, 195). Note that this assumption is 

more plausible for the GSC and MCM than many other methods, due to their ability to control 

for even unobserved and time-varying confounders (Xu 2017, 62). 

 

Additionally, we assume only a weak serial dependence of the error terms, whereby error terms 

are independent both across units and over time. Xu (2017, 62) also specifies moment 
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conditions that ensure the convergence of the estimator. When using a parametric bootstrap 

procedure to generate uncertainty estimates, a further assumption is homoscedasticity of the 

error terms across units – though not necessarily across time (Xu 2017, 62). 

 

A general assumption when using time-series data is that of stationarity: that the mean and 

variance are constant over time, and that the covariance between values at any two different 

points in time is a function only of the distance between them and not time (Dougherty 2011, 

465). Testing the dependent variable for stationarity shows this assumption to hold.11 

 

Finally, it is necessary to explicate and discuss a fundamental assumption for most 

counterfactual analyses: the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA). Put simply, 

SUTVA states that the effect of the treatment on a given unit is the same regardless of the 

treatment status of other units, and that there are no different or varying versions of the treatment 

assigned (Imbens & Rubin 2015, 10). SUTVA is what allows us to conceptualize potential 

outcomes: if units’ potential outcomes depend on the treatment status of others, or the treatment 

is not fixed, there are no single Yi,t(1) and Yi,t(0) with which to calculate the causal effect 

(Morgan & Winship 2007, 38). We must therefore consider whether SUTVA will hold in the 

present application. First, non-interference appears a reasonable assumption: even though ID-

less voters in a state with ID-requirements may be turned away at the polls, those in a different, 

non-ID state will be allowed to vote all the same. One possible exception concerns the deterrent 

effect, if voters in other states are confused as to whether the new requirements apply in their 

state as well and therefore decide to stay home. Though not impossible, chances of this 

occurring on a large scale seem slim. Second, there is the issue of non-variation of the treatment, 

which is particularly delicate when evaluating policy interventions, as they usually consist of 

numerous components (Keele 2015, 317). Because each state’s voter ID-law is a unique piece 

of legislation, there is considerable variation between them, arguably threatening this 

assumption. However, focusing the analysis on the sub-category of strict photo ID-laws should 

reduce variation and help broadly satisfy this part of SUTVA. 

 

                                                           
11 p < 0.01 in an augmented Dickey-Fuller test. 
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Xu (2017) advocates conducting diagnostic tests to safeguard against misspecification, 

specifically plotting the raw data and the predicted counterfactuals, as well as plotting the factor 

loadings of both treated and control units if using the GSC (Xu 2017, 73). When treated and 

control units share common support the model can estimate by interpolation rather than 

potentially erroneous extrapolations (King & Zeng 2006). As mentioned above, visualizing the 

pre-intervention fit of the synthetic control also provides a useful way to assess the predictive 

power of the model. The above diagnostics, along with robustness checks, are presented and 

discussed in chapter 6. 

 

4.2.4 Implementation 

First, a note regarding the causal estimand of the analysis. Because we are using observational 

data and treatment assignment therefore is nonrandom we are not estimating the ATE. Rather, 

we are only estimating the effect of the treatment on those units that did actually receive it – 

the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) (Gerring 2012, 221; Xu 2017, 61). This is 

because we are only imputing untreated counterfactuals for the treated units. Technically we 

could also impute treated counterfactuals for the untreated units, but this requires a substantial 

number of treated units/periods or additional assumptions (Athey et al. 2018, 23). Doudchenko 

& Imbens (2017, 3) point out that in many applications it can be difficult to even conceptualize 

a treated state for control units. Even when this is not the case, the ATT can be just as 

meaningful as the ATE. The question of how turnout levels would change if all states adopted 

voter ID-requirements is interesting, but given the relative implausibility of this scenario it is 

arguably equally relevant to investigate what the impact has been in the states that have actually 

done so – which is the purpose of this thesis. 

 

Synthetic control is fairly demanding in terms of data requirements. According to Xu (2017, 

73), the GSC requires at least 10 pre-treatment periods and 40 control units to reliably produce 

unbiased estimates. Meanwhile, Athey et al. (2018, 21) demonstrate that the MCM performs 

well when datasets are asymmetrical with either N << T or N >> T. Given that my dataset is 

thin (N = 49, T = 11) with 42 control units and 7-9 pre-treatment periods, I will employ the 

MCM for my main analysis. As a robustness check, I also estimate the effect of voter ID-laws 

using the GSC. Given the relatively small number of treated units (Ntr = 7), a parametric 

bootstrap procedure is used to generate uncertainty estimates. 
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Like the original synthetic control estimator, both GSC and MCM can incorporate additional 

covariates to improve model fit (Xu 2017, 8; Athey et al. 2018, 22). I do not include any 

covariates, however, which warrants explanation. The specification of covariates is somewhat 

controversial in the literature. Writing about the original synthetic control estimator, Ferman et 

al. (2020) argue that the lack of consensus on which covariates to include allows for 

specification searches on the part of the researcher, which threatens the key advantage of 

synthetic control as a data-driven process. They therefore recommend that control units used to 

generate the synthetic control be chosen purely based on similarity on the outcome variable, 

and then choosing the model that exhibits the lowest pre-treatment MSPE (Ferman et al. 2020, 

522-523). Additionally, Doudchenko & Imbens (2017, 20) note that predictor variables tend to 

play a minor role in practice: “In terms of predictive power the lagged outcomes tend to be 

substantially more important, and as a result the decision how to treat these other pre-treatment 

variables need not be a a [sic] very important one”. Finally, poorly chosen predictor variables 

with little predictive power over the outcome would actually lead to a worse model, as donor 

units used to generate the synthetic control would be selected in part based on these causally 

irrelevant criteria rather than their similarity in outcomes. Estimating the counterfactual based 

solely on the pre-treatment trend in the dependent variable eliminates this danger and – by 

obviating the need for researcher discretion in specifying which covariates to include – arguably 

makes the analysis less vulnerable to misspecification and model dependence. 

 

I conduct the analysis in RStudio using the package “gsynth”, through which both MCM and 

GSC can be implemented (Xu & Liu 2018). The script is available upon request. 

 

4.3 Difference-in-differences 

 

For reasons of data availability explained in the next chapter, investigating the hypothesized 

differential impact of voter ID-laws among minority voters requires a change in empirical 

strategy. For this secondary analysis, I employ a difference-in-differences (DID) design. 
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Consider two groups – one treated and one control – and two periods – one pre- and one post-

intervention. Comparing the average treated and control outcomes in the post-period would 

yield biased estimates if the two groups had different initial values prior to treatment, due to 

some between-group difference resulting from non-random treatment assignment. Meanwhile, 

comparing treatment group outcomes before and after intervention ignores that the outcome 

might have changed over time even in the control group, due to some common factor. The 

difference-in-differences approach combines these two methods of comparison – cross-

sectional and longitudinal – to reduce the aforementioned threats to inference (Leighley & 

Nagler 2013, 98). Rather than compare single values, the researcher compares the difference 

between the average outcomes of the treated group before and after treatment (𝑌𝑡,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 - 𝑌𝑡,𝑝𝑟𝑒) 

with the corresponding difference for the control group (𝑌𝑐,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 -  𝑌𝑐,𝑝𝑟𝑒). The difference 

between these differences represents the effect of the treatment (Imai 2017, 62). Concretely, the 

identification strategy here is to use the change in turnout of the control group as a substitute 

for the counterfactual turnout-change of the treated group absent treatment (Highton 2017, 159). 

Meanwhile, allowing for the two groups having different absolute values eliminates any fixed 

(time-invariant) confounders between the two groups (Angrist & Pischke 2014, 203). 

 

The fundamental assumption of DID designs is that of parallel trends: that the development of 

the outcomes of the treated and control groups would have moved in tandem over time had no 

intervention occurred (Angrist & Pischke 2014, 204). This is a strong assumption that is likely 

to be violated if time-varying confounders are present. Furthermore, it cannot be tested directly. 

However, an informal diagnostic is to plot outcomes of the treated and control groups in the 

pre-treatment period to check whether the assumption holds prior to intervention (Imai 2017, 

63). While finding the assumption to hold here does not guarantee that it would have held post-

treatment, deviation from parallel trends in the pre-treatment period casts serious doubt on its 

plausibility.  

 

Difference-in-differences designs are similar to synthetic control approaches in that they 

combine cross-sectional and time-series data to combat the counterfactual problem. However, 

the reliance of DID on the parallel trends assumption is a key weakness not shared by the 

synthetic control method. DID controls for unobserved confounders but assumes that the effects 

of these are constant over time; furthermore, it can only capture temporal trends which affect 
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both treated and control units (Samartsidis et al. 2019, 489). GSC and MCM do not require such 

assumptions, as they can accommodate time-varying as well as time-invariant confounders (Xu 

2017, 57). For this reason, they are arguably stronger tools for causal inference. However, 

insufficient data availability means we cannot estimate state-level turnout rates by demographic 

group to generate a panel dataset. This makes synthetic control unfeasible for the secondary 

analysis of this paper, something I will expand upon in the next chapter. For this reason, I 

employ a DID design to investigate the hypothesis regarding the differential impact of voter 

ID-laws on minority voters. 

 

4.3.1 Implementation 

I employ a two-group, two-period design. While some applications of DID average data over 

multiple years for each period, this is unfeasible here (Bertrand 2004). This is due to the 

variability of treatment timing, which means there is no common pre- and post-treatment 

period. Rather, I use data from two election years, one – the pre-period – being the last 

presidential election before any states implemented strict photographic ID-requirements (2004) 

and another – the post-period – being the most recent presidential election for which data is 

available (2016). Choosing this and not some earlier election as the post-period maximizes the 

number of states under treatment. 

 

To answer hypothesis H2, I must compare turnout across racial/ethnic categories. I describe the 

dataset used in more detail in the next chapter; for present purposes, it suffices to say that it 

consists of survey data on American individuals from the Current Population Survey (CPS). 

Respondents living in a state which had voter ID-laws in effect for the 2016 election constitute 

the treated group, while those living in other states constitute the control. Note that respondents 

are not the same between the two years; however, a key advantage to the DID design is that it 

does not require panel data, since the analysis is conducted at the group-level. The surveys are 

designed to be nationally representative in the year they are conducted. Essentially, we are 

comparing a representative sample of the US population in 2004 with a 2016 equivalent. The 

treated group is thus assumed to be representative of all Americans living in treated states, while 

the control group is assumed to be representative for the remainder of the population living in 

untreated states. 
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To assess the hypothesis, I calculate the DID using only data from respondents belonging to an 

ethnic/racial minority. I then estimate a separate DID for non-minority respondents. Comparing 

the two estimates reveals whether one group was affected more strongly by the implementation 

of voter ID-requirements than the other. 

 

Note that the unit of analysis here is not states and their turnout rates, but individuals and 

whether they voted. The treatment effect estimated concerns the proportion of people voting in 

each group in the sample, i.e. the effect on the turnout rate of minority voters living in treated 

states versus the effect on the turnout rate of non-minority voters in treated states. Because the 

sample is nationally representative, we can infer to the broader American population. Observe 

also that we are again estimating the ATT, not the ATE; we cannot infer what the effect of voter 

ID-laws would be if all states were to adopt them.  

 

While the data are collected at the individual-level, treatment assignment (adoption of voter ID-

laws) occurs at the state level. Since the analysis pools respondents from all states into one of 

two groups, to avoid underestimating the standard errors due to within-cluster correlations 

among respondents, I therefore follow the recommendations of Abadie et al. (2017) and use 

cluster-robust standard errors to generate uncertainty estimates, clustering on states. 

 

The data are weighted to account for the sampling process using accompanying weights from 

the CPS. To account for overreporting in the CPS sample, I also adopt the weighting scheme 

suggested by Hur & Achen (2013) – see the next chapter for details. 

 

I implement the DID in RStudio using the “lm.cluster” function from the package “miceadds”, 

which enables cluster robust standard errors (Robitzsch & Gruns 2020). The script is available 

upon request. 
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5 Data 

 

In this chapter, I present the data used in the analysis. I begin by introducing the dataset and 

variables of the primary analysis with the synthetic control method. I then move on to the data 

used in the secondary analysis on differential impact, explaining how poor data availability 

necessitates a change in methodological approach, as well as discussing the associated 

drawbacks and how they may be alleviated. 

 

5.1 Dataset – Synthetic control 

 

For my main analysis, I require data on state-level turnout over time. Unhelpfully, the federal 

US government neither comprehensively collects nor publishes such data itself. Instead, I use 

data from the United States Elections Project, compiled from official state government records 

by Michael P. McDonald. Combining four datasets yields a complete panel of turnout rates in 

all US states plus the District of Columbia in every national election year from 1980 to 2020 

(McDonald 2021a).12 

 

While including all national elections – which occur every other year – maximizes the number 

of observations, for reasons explained below I restrict the analysis to presidential election years 

– which occur every four years.13 Additionally, I remove Texas and Virginia from the dataset.14 

Texas had strict photo ID-requirements in effect for the 2014 election, and Virginia in 2014 and 

2016, but both have since had their laws blocked or overturned so that they were not 

implemented in subsequent election years. Because the synthetic control method assumes that 

units remain in the treated group once treated, I exclude these states from the analysis.15 The 

final dataset thus has N = 49 and T = 11. 

                                                           
12 Datasets (all collectable from McDonald 2021a): “1980-2014 November General Election”, “2016 November 

General Election”, “2018 November General Election”, “2020 November General Election”. 
13 1980, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2004, 2008, 2012, 2016, and 2020. 
14 The results are substantively unchanged when retaining these states in the analysis. 
15 For work on identifying the effects of treatments that switch on and off repeatedly, see “Matching Methods for 

Causal Inference with Time-Series Cross-Sectional Data”, a working paper by Kosuke Imai, In Song Kim & 

Erik Wang. 
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5.1.1 Dependent variable 

The dependent variable of the analysis is state-level turnout rates. The key measurement issue 

is therefore determining which components to use in the calculation thereof. Beginning with 

the numerator, McDonald reports the total votes cast for the highest office in a given election, 

or, alternatively, the office for which the most votes were cast (McDonald 2021d).16 In a 

presidential election year, this is almost always the presidential race. In midterm election years, 

however, votes are reported for the statewide office with the highest vote total – governor or 

US senator – or, if no statewide office is on the ballot, the sum of congressional races. Thus in 

a given midterm election-year some states’ reported turnout rates are those for congressional 

seats, others’ those for a senatorial seat and yet others’ those for a governorship. This threatens 

the comparability of turnout rates across states if elections for one office are more salient to 

voters than another – for instance if a gubernatorial election is viewed as more important by 

voters – and thus draws more of them to the polling station than a congressional race. This 

idiosyncratic variation in turnout could bias the estimation of the treatment-effect. If turnout for 

congressional races only was reported separately for both presidential and midterm election 

years, one could compare apples to apples both across states and over time. However, such data 

is not available. For this reason, I restrict the analysis to presidential election years to enhance 

comparability. 

 

Still, another benefit to restricting the analysis to presidential elections – even if comparable 

data on congressional elections were available – is that it holds constant across states a number 

of election-specific factors that may affect turnout, for instance relating to the candidates 

running for office. While state-level turnout for a congressional election is effectively an 

aggregation of multiple, unique local races, presidential elections are – by virtue of consisting 

of a single race for a single national office – highly similar across states. Comparing turnout for 

presidential elections only thus has an intrinsic benefit of comparability. 

 

Finally, the denominator of the turnout calculation presents a particular puzzle in the American 

context. As there is no official national population register in the US, researchers must specify 

                                                           
16 McDonald also collects data on “Total ballots counted”, which includes blank votes and votes cast for multiple 

candidates where only one is acceptable. Though he considers this the best measure of the total number of people 

turning out to vote, it is not used here as it is unavailable for a large number of states/years. 
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the population from which to calculate the percentage of voters (Leighley & Nagler 2013, 22). 

A common approach is to construct an estimate of the voting age population (VAP) using 

Census data, i.e. people over the age of 18. The VAP, however, does not necessarily reflect the 

number of people actually eligible to vote, because it counts both non-citizen residents and 

disenfranchised felons. Furthermore, both felony disenfranchisement laws and the number of 

non-citizens vary across states and over time; for instance, turnout falling over time is at least 

partially explained by an increase in the prison population rather than a true decline in 

participation (McDonald 2021e). For this reason, McDonald estimates a new denominator 

measuring the voting eligible population (VEP), which adjusts the VAP for the number of non-

citizens and disenfranchised felons, to avoid skewing the turnout estimate. The estimate is 

imperfect, but it is likely more accurate than the unadjusted VAP denominator (McDonald 

2021c). I therefore estimate my model using the VEP turnout rate for the highest office.17 

 

5.1.2 Treatment variable 

The treatment variable indicates whether a state had strict photographic voter ID-requirements 

in effect for a given election – see table 2.2 in chapter 2 for more. The variable is coded 

dichotomously, with a value of 1 if a state is treated and 0 if it is not. The total Ntr = 7.18 Note 

that states are only coded as treated if they actually implement their ID-requirements. Several 

states have passed bills adopting strict photo ID-requirements only to have them the blocked or 

overturned by court challenges. These states are coded as untreated. Similarly, treated states are 

only coded as such from the first election in which ID-requirements are implemented, rather 

than from the year of adoption. Figure 5.1 visualizes the distribution of treated and untreated 

states/years. Each row represents a state, and each panel an election in that state. The first seven 

rows are the treated states – i.e. states that have implemented strict photo ID-laws – with dark 

grey panels representing election-years prior to treatment and black panels representing 

elections during which the treatment was in effect. Meanwhile, the light grey rows represent 

the control states from which the synthetic counterfactual is generated – these are never under 

treatment. 

 

                                                           
17 The results are substantively unchanged when using the VAP turnout rate for highest office. 
18 Georgia, Indiana, Alabama, Kansas, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and Mississippi. 
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Figure 5.1 Treatment status by state and election 

 

 

5.2 Dataset – Difference-in-differences 

 

Investigating the hypothesis of differential impact on minority voters requires comparing 

turnout data for different demographic groups. This, however, proves problematic. Because 

information on individual voter characteristics like race is not collected at the polling station, 

no official data on turnout among such groups exists. Rather, researchers must rely on 

aggregating micro-level survey data to estimate group-level turnout rates. I use data from the 

Current Population Survey (CPS), a commonly used survey when analyzing US turnout. 

 

Conducted by the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the CPS surveys over 

65.000 US households monthly on various labor force and demographic questions (IPUMS 

CPS 2021a). In addition to this basic monthly survey, additional question batteries are added 

for certain months. Among these is the Voting and Registration Supplement, included 
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biennially in November of every election year, wherein respondents are polled on various 

questions related to voting behavior, including whether they voted or not in the November 

election (IPUMS CPS 2021b). The data are retrieved from the IPUMS CPS project, which 

integrates all CPS surveys from 1962 onwards while providing quality-of-life improvements 

like harmonized variables and a data-extraction tool (IPUMS CPS 2021a). 

 

In addition to a relatively low non-response rate, the main benefit of the CPS is its uniquely 

large sample size (Leighley & Nagler 2013, 19). In each household, the respondent is asked to 

provide information on behalf of other household members, which increases the sample size 

further. Besides the lower sampling error, a large N is a necessity for analysis of group-level 

differences (Leighley & Nagler 2013, 18). Note how the household-level reporting could lead 

to misreporting if other household-members misinform the respondent. Below, I discuss the 

problem of overreporting, which is of particular relevance here. 

 

I merge data from the 2004 and 2016 November surveys (Flood et al. 2020). I then remove 

units from Texas, for reasons explained above.19 I also remove those units classified as “Not in 

universe” (see below), as well as those without a clear Yes/No response to the voting question: 

those who refused to answer, did not know, or were never asked the question at all. Some – 

including the Census Bureau – retain these latter groups when calculating turnout, counting 

them all as having not voted, likely leading to an overestimation of turnout (Hur & Achen 2013). 

Says McDonald (2021b): "To underscore how poor of an [sic] practice this is, the Census 

Bureau counts persons who were never asked the voting question as having not voted [emphasis 

in original].” He therefore recommends removing these units. After cleaning, the final dataset 

has N = 159.737. 

 

5.2.1 Why not use the CPS data for synthetic control? 

Despite its large N, the CPS data are insufficient to conduct a synthetic control analysis, because 

– as demonstrated in the previous chapter – synthetic control requires a panel dataset with long 

time-series of turnout rates by state, like the one used for the main analysis. The CPS is designed 

                                                           
19 Units from Virginia remain in the analysis, as Virginia had not yet left the treated group in 2016. 
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to be representative at the state level (United States Census Bureau 2019). However, despite 

the large N, separating between demographic groups within states – as hypothesis H2 requires 

– will likely not yield reliable estimates of group-level turnout due to the low N for certain 

races/ethnicities (Fraga 2018, 99-100). Thus, it is not feasible, for instance, to aggregate CPS 

data into a panel-dataset of minority turnout by state, as one would have to in order to implement 

the synthetic control method. It is for this reason that I rather employ a DID design, in which 

respondents are pooled into a single treated group and a single control group, without 

differentiating between individual states. As discussed in the previous chapter, this is not 

optimal relative to the synthetic control method, but it offers a passable replacement.20 

 

5.2.2 Dependent variable 

The dependent variable of the analysis is a binary measure of whether the respondent reported 

to have voted in the November elections of that year, constructed from the CPS variable 

VOTED. Units are recoded as 100 if they voted and 0 if they did not. This is simply a practical 

choice to have the results return as percentages rather than decimals, which makes the results 

more intuitively readable as turnout rates. 

 

When it comes to calculating turnout, we must again confront the issue of specifying a 

numerator and denominator discussed previously. I begin with the denominator, which in this 

instance is the number of respondents in the sample from each group under analysis. Data from 

the Voting and Registration Supplement of the CPS is restricted to citizens above the age of 18 

(IPUMS CPS 2021b). Furthermore, the CPS – by virtue of being a survey of private households 

– naturally excludes the incarcerated population. It does, however, include non-institutionalized 

disenfranchised felons (Leighley & Nagler 2013, 20). There are a number of respondents who 

are citizens above the age of 18 yet are labelled “Not in universe”, though the reason why they 

are ineligible to vote in unknown, and thus the degree to which this group overlaps with 

McDonald’s measure of disenfranchised felons is unclear (IPUMS CPS 2021b). As mentioned, 

                                                           
20 Another dataset commonly used when studying US turnout, the American National Election Survey, has a 

considerably smaller sample size than the CPS, while a third, the Cooperative Congressional Election Study, is 

only available from 2006 onwards. As far as I am aware, no publicly available dataset exists that offers (a sample 

size large enough to generate) accurate state-level estimates of minority/non-minority turnout over time of the 

kind that would enable a synthetic control approach. 
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these individuals are removed from the analysis. The denominator thus approximates the VEP, 

albeit imperfectly.   

 

The turnout-numerator here is the number of respondents who report to have voted. This, too, 

is not without issues. Self-reported data on voting is vulnerable to misreporting where 

respondents provide inaccurate answers, likely due to “an eagerness on the part of respondents 

to report socially desirable behavior; in this case political participation” (Fraga 2018, 100).21 

The CPS is widely acknowledged to be overestimating turnout (Fraga 2018; McDonald 2021b; 

Leighley & Nagler 2013). For the purposes of the present application, two patterns are worth 

considering. First, some states have higher overreport biases than others, in ways that are stable 

over time, in that “states with high rates of overreporting in one year tend to have high rates in 

other years, while those with low rates tend to stay low” (Bernstein et al. 2003, 368). Second, 

some demographic groups have systematically higher rates of over-reporting than others. Using 

data from six states in which race is self-reported as part of the voter registration process as a 

comparison, Ansolabehere et al. (2021) show that the CPS overestimates Black and Hispanic 

turnout relative to non-Hispanic whites.  

 

The CPS data, then, has varying rates of over-report bias both between demographic groups 

and between states. The difference-in-differences design, however, helps address both these 

issues by focusing on changes in turnout rates. First, we are not directly comparing turnout rates 

between minorities and non-minorities. Rather, we compare minority voters in treated states 

with minority voters in control states. Second, while comparing turnout rates within groups 

directly would still yield biased estimates if treated states have systematically different rates of 

over-reporting than the control states, the DID design means we are comparing the trends in 

turnout rather than the absolute values. Recall from chapter 4 that allowing permanent 

differences in the outcome is a key advantage of this method. We must therefore make two 

assumptions: one, that the differences in misreporting rates between racial groups are stable 

across states; and two, that the overall differences in misreporting between states are stable 

across time (Leighley & Nagler 2013, 20). These are strong assumptions, to be sure, but more 

plausible than assuming – erroneously – that there are no differences at all. 

                                                           
21 See also DeBell et al. (2020). 
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As an additional measure, I implement the weighting scheme suggested by Hur & Achen (2013) 

to account for the overreport bias and correct overall state-level turnout rates to official VEP 

rates as reported by McDonald (2021b). Essentially, voters among the CPS respondents are 

weighted down, while non-voters are weighted up (Hur & Achen 2013, 991). Hur & Achen 

(2013, 992) write: 

Roughly speaking, this procedure will be statistically successful if, after weighting, the 

self-reported voters in a particular state who responded to the Voting Supplement are, 

in expectation, representative of all actual voters in that state. A parallel requirement 

holds for self-reported nonvoters. 

They acknowledge that these assumptions are unlikely to hold completely, but argue that theirs 

is the current best available adjustment until the Census Bureau itself provides more 

sophisticated weights. This scheme combines with the CPS sampling weight WTFINL. 

 

5.2.3 Race/ethnicity variable 

To divide respondents by demographic groups, I create a variable for whether they belong to a 

racial minority. The CPS allows respondents to self-select one or more of a number of racial 

categories (CPS variable: RACE). Additionally, a separate question is included for whether they 

are ethnically Hispanic, and if so, to which country they trace their lineage (CPS variable: 

HISPAN). However, as mentioned, some categories have a very low number of respondents, 

particularly in certain states. To avoid truncating the sample to the point of threatening 

inference, I therefore collapse the various CPS measures of race and ethnicity into a single, 

dichotomous variable indicating whether a respondent belongs to a minority or not. This 

distinction remains substantially meaningful as well, given that blacks and Hispanics (by far 

the two largest minority groups in the sample) both exhibit lower rates of ID holding than 

whites, and therefore are expected to be negatively affected by voter ID-requirements as per 

hypothesis H2 (Highton 2017, 160-161). Respondents are coded with the value 1 if they are a 

non-Hispanic white (non-minority), and 0 if they belong to any other racial/ethnic group 

(minority). 
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5.2.4 Treatment indicator 

To estimate the difference-in-differences, we must separate respondents into treated and control 

groups. Respondents living in states with strict photographic voter ID-requirements in effect 

for the 2016 elections are pooled together and designated as the treated group.22 These are coded 

as 1. Respondents living in the remaining, untreated states make up the control group, coded as 

0. Note that due to the variation in timing regarding when states implemented voter ID-laws, 

respondents from some states have been exposed to the treatment for longer than others in the 

post-treatment observation period. If, as Vercellotti & Anderson (2009) propose, the magnitude 

of the treatment-effect declines over time, the DID will underestimate the effect for the states 

that implemented ID-requirements early relative to those with more recent laws. This is a 

genuine limitation on unit comparability – resulting from the two-period nature of the research 

design – and is worth keeping in mind when interpreting the results. 

 

  

                                                           
22 Georgia, Indiana, Alabama, Kansas, Tennessee, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Virginia. 
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6 Results 

 

In this chapter, I present my findings, beginning with the synthetic control method before 

moving on to the difference-in-differences. Neither analysis finds evidence of a significant 

effect of ID-requirements on turnout.  In addition to the main results, I conduct various 

robustness checks using alternative model specifications, which yield results similar to those of 

the main analysis. 

 

6.1 Do voter ID-requirements lead to lower turnout? Results from the 

synthetic control analysis 

 

First, some preliminary descriptive statistics. Figure 6.1 shows the trend in turnout rates over 

time for both treated and untreated states. Two observations are immediately available. First, 

the treated states seem to exhibit broadly similar trajectories to the untreated states – at least 

superficially. Second, the treated outcomes are all within the convex hull of the control 

outcomes in the pre-treatment period, meaning the synthetic control can likely be estimated 

without excessive extrapolation (Abadie et al. 2010, 502; King & Zeng 2006). 

 

Table 6.1 displays the mean turnout rates, as well as the standard deviation and the lowest and 

highest single values, by group. Note that because there is no single time of treatment there is 

no control group equivalent to the pre- and post-treatment averages for the treatment group. 

When averaged over all periods, the treated group turnout is 3 percentage points lower than that 

of the control group. Post-treatment, however, the mean treated turnout is .5 percentage points 

higher than the control average. Relative to the pre-treatment treated mean, post-treatment 

turnout is 4.7 points higher. This cursory examination thus suggests a potential positive effect 

of implementing strict photo-ID requirements. Naturally, this simplistic analysis is insufficient 

for causal inference. 
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Figure 6.1 Turnout trends, treated versus untreated states 

 

Table 6.1 State-level turnout rates  

  Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Min Max 

All 59.2 7.6 37.2 79.6 

Control group 59.6 7.5 37.2 79.6 

Treated group 56.6 7.4 40.6 74.8 

Treated group (pre-treatment) 55.4 7.8 40.6 74.8 

Treated group (post-treatment) 60.1 4.7 51.1 69.5 

 

6.1.1 The effect of strict photographic voter ID-requirements on turnout 

Figure 6.2 shows the results of the matrix completion method. The black line represents the 

mean turnout over time of the treated states, which are individually plotted in grey. Meanwhile, 

the dotted line is the estimated counterfactual average turnout, generated using data from the 

control states. This is the estimated trend of how average turnout among the treated states would 

have developed had they not implemented voter ID-requirements. The vertical line at zero 
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represents the time of intervention. As this varies among treated states, their individual outcome 

graphs are synchronized around this point. Because some states received treatment later than 

others and thus have fewer post-intervention observations, their time-series end earlier – note 

how this means the average treated outcome represents fewer states the further it moves post-

intervention. 

 

Figure 6.2 Treated and counterfactual average turnout over time 

 

Observe first that the synthetic control closely matches the actual trend in turnout over the pre-

treatment period, which increases our confidence in its validity as a post-treatment 

counterfactual. Post-intervention, there initially appears to be little difference between actual 

and counterfactual turnout until the fourth election, when average turnout is slightly higher than 

the synthetic control indicates it would have been without ID-requirements in effect. This 

suggests a small positive effect. Note, however, that this is only based on data from the two 

states that have been treated for longest, Indiana and Georgia. 
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Figure 6.3 is a gap plot, showing the year-by-year difference in turnout between treated states 

and the synthetic control. Essentially, this is the estimated effect of the intervention on turnout 

– the reader will recall from chapter 4 that in the potential outcomes framework of causality the 

causal effect of a treatment at time i is calculated as Yi,t(1) - Yi,t(0). Figure 6.3 also shows the 

95% confidence interval associated with the estimated effect, represented by the grey band. 

Again, the good pre-intervention fit is demonstrated by an almost flat trend centered on zero. 

Post-intervention, however, the effect goes from slightly negative at T+2 to positive at T+3 and 

T+4. Again, this indicates that turnout was on average higher following the implementation of 

strict photo ID-requirements, relative to what it would otherwise have been. However, the 

confidence intervals are large and never exclude zero, meaning we cannot rule out that turnout 

did not change at all and that the true effect is null. 

 

Figure 6.3 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference, with 95% confidence interval 

 

Turning now to the hard figures, table 6.2 displays the average treatment effect by period 

relative to the time of treatment. In the seven elections prior to implementation of ID-

requirements, we observe no significant effect on mean turnout. This is to be expected, and 

suggests that the MCM was able to accurately predict treated turnout in the pre-treatment 
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period. The estimated effect hovers around zero for the first three elections post-treatment, but 

in the fourth election turnout is more than four percentage points higher than the synthetic 

counterfactual. However, as observed in figure 6.3, standard errors are consistently very large 

and the effect is never statistically significant. The resulting change in turnout averaged over 

all periods is 0.32 percentage points, with an associated p-value of 0.872. Based on the 95% 

confidence intervals, we can be reasonably certain that strict photographic voter ID-laws have 

not lowered average overall turnout rates by more than 2.9 percentage points, nor increased 

turnout by more than 5 points. Given this, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no effect. 

 

Table 6.2 Estimated treatment effect by period 

Time relative 

to treatment 
ATT 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

N 

(treated) 

-6 0.19 0.32 -0.47 0.76 0.648 0 

-5 -0.31 0.29 -0.79 0.31 0.402 0 

-4 -0.44 0.36 -1.06 0.30 0.260 0 

-3 0.22 0.33 -0.66 0.71 0.666 0 

-2 -0.02 0.29 -0.53 0.72 0.954 0 

-1 -0.20 0.54 -0.75 0.38 0.530 0 

0 0.52 0.51 -0.58 1.46 0.402 0 

1 0.01 1.51 -2.15 3.70 0.842 7 

2 -0.79 1.77 -3.25 3.50 0.658 7 

3 -0.87 2.61 -3.29 6.71 0.790 4 

4 4.19 5.86 -4.38 12.71 0.682 2 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

0.32 2.16 -2.86 5.03 0.872 

 

The largest estimate is found for the fourth post-treatment period, an estimate that – as table 6.6 

shows – is based only on data from the two states which have had strict photo ID-laws in effect 

the longest: Indiana and Georgia. It may therefore be instructive to plot the results for each 

treated state separately, which is done in figure 6.4. For Indiana, the counterfactual trend 

displays minor deviations from actual turnout both pre- and post-treatment. Georgia, on the 

other hand, exhibits a reasonably good pre-treatment fit of the synthetic control, which in turn 

suggests a large positive effect in the post-treatment period – a more than 10 percentage point 

increase in turnout relative to the counterfactual scenario. It appears, then, that the positive 

(though insignificant) effect discovered is largely driven by Georgia. 
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Figure 6.4 Treated and counterfactual turnout by state 
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Among the remaining treated states, both Alabama and Tennessee have synthetic controls that 

match well for most of the pre-treatment period. The former shows little meaningful deviation 

post-treatment, while the latter exhibits a clear negative effect in the first and second elections 

after intervention. Counterfactual Kansas stands out with a similarly large negative effect 

estimate, but the somewhat worse pre-treatment fit lowers our confidence in its predictive 

power. In summary, the ATT seems to hide a certain variability in the state-level effects, 

ranging from strongly positive to moderately negative. This variability possibly also explains 

why the confidence intervals for the estimated average effect are so wide. Note that because 

standard errors are not generated for the state-level estimates the uncertainty surrounding them 

is unknown. Strong inferences based on these findings is therefore inappropriate. 

 

6.1.2 Robustness checks 

In chapter 4, I explained that the MCM is likely the best estimator given the characteristics of 

the data. As a robustness check, however, I also estimate the treatment effect using the 

generalized synthetic control method. Recall that this estimator generates counterfactual 

outcomes using a latent factor approach with an interactive fixed-effects model. The cross-

validation procedure chooses the model with a single latent factor as generating the lowest pre-

treatment MSPE. The factor and factor loading are shown in the Appendix. 

 

The results, presented in figure 6.5 and table 6.3, largely mirror those of the main analysis. The 

estimated effect is initially small before turning positive in the last two periods – again, 

however, it never reaches statistical significance. The 95% confidence interval for the ATT for 

all periods is somewhat narrower, between -2.36 and 3.32 percentage point change in turnout. 

Note, however, that the pre-treatment MSPE is larger here as evidenced by the deviation in pre-

treatment fit in figure 6.5, meaning that the GSC did a worse job of approximating the treated 

states than did the MCM and thus likely constitutes an inferior counterfactual substitute. 

 

Table 6.3 Estimated treatment effect (generalized synthetic control) 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

0.75 1.43 -2.36 3.32 0.568 
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Figure 6.5 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference (generalized synthetic control) 

 

 

The independent variable of the analysis is whether a state has implemented strict photographic 

voter ID-requirements, operationalized as a dichotomous treatment. However, recall from 

chapter 2 that many states have adopted less restrictive types of voter ID-laws, for instance 

without requiring photographic ID (non-photo) or with the possibility of making exemptions 

on Election Day (non-strict). Including these states in the donor pool when generating the 

synthetic control could bias the estimated effect if these laws also affect turnout. I therefore 

conduct an analysis where only states without any kind of ID-requirement are included in the 

control group. Figure 6.6 shows which states remain in the analysis. Figure 6.7 and table 6.4 

present the results, which once again closely match those of the main analysis.23 The effect 

remains small and insignificant. The estimated ATT for all periods is now slightly negative due 

to a dip in turnout in period T+2, though we still observe an increase in turnout relative to the 

synthetic control in the fourth period post-intervention. 

                                                           
23 The results presented are from the MCM; estimates are substantively unchanged when using the GSC. 
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Figure 6.6 Treatment status by state and election (restricted controls) 

Figure 6.7 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference (restricted controls) 
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Table 6.4 Estimated treatment effect (restricted controls) 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

-0.13 2.19 -3.62 4.43 0.866 

 

6.1.3 Alternative analysis – all election years 

In chapter 3, I explained how the measure of turnout used is somewhat problematic for midterm 

election years, as it could, depending on the state and year, refer to a gubernatorial, senatorial, 

or congressional race. Because turnout is likely higher when a more important seat is to be 

filled, reported turnout rates in a single midterm election year may be incomparable across 

states. For this reason, I focus the main analysis on presidential elections only. However, given 

the uncertainty surrounding the estimated null finding, it appears useful to leverage the full 

extent of the data available to further validate the inference. I therefore estimate the effect of 

strict photo ID-requirements using data from both presidential and midterm elections between 

1980 and 2020. This has the advantage of drastically increasing the number of observations 

over time, from T = 11 to T = 20.24 Crucially, because each midterm election occurs between 

two presidential election years, additional observations are added both pre-intervention (which 

yields more data with which to generate and validate the synthetic control) and post-

intervention (which yields more data points on which to assess the effect of the treatment). 

Louisiana is removed from this analysis as it lacks data on turnout for the 1982 midterm 

election. 

 

Note, however, that we are introducing additional uncertainty into the model due to the lower 

degree of comparability of turnout rates across states in midterm election years. This uncertainty 

is not necessarily captured in the standard errors generated by the MCM and is therefore not 

immediately apparent from the results. 

 

Figure 6.8 graphs the counterfactual turnout relative to the observed turnout trends, along with 

the raw data for each treated state. Observe first the oscillation resulting from turnout being 

consistently higher in presidential elections than in midterms. The MCM captures this variation 

                                                           
24 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 

2014, 2016, 2018, and 2020. 
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well, and for the most part matches pre-treatment turnout closely. Post-treatment, the synthetic 

control once again shows no initial effect of the intervention until the end of the time-series, 

where turnout is once again higher than in the counterfactual scenario, indicating a positive 

effect. The gap plot in figure 6.9 explicates this deviation. However, it also highlights that the 

effect does not reach statistical significance at any point. Note also that the pre-treatment fit of 

the counterfactual falters at some points and is overall noticeably worse than that of the main 

model (see figure 6.3). Possibly, this is due to the lower comparability of the turnout measure 

in midterm election-years, which introduces unpredictable variation that makes it difficult for 

the MCM to generate an accurate synthetic control. Either way, this underscores how our 

confidence in these inferences are reduced relative to the main analysis. Nevertheless, the 

conclusion remains the same: state-level turnout rates did not significantly change due to the 

implementation of voter ID-laws. Averaged over all periods, we can bound the effect between 

a 1.94 percentage point decrease and a 4.47 point increase, as per table 6.5.25 

 

Figure 6.8 Treated and counterfactual average turnout over time (all elections) 

 

 

                                                           
25 The null finding remains when applying the robustness checks from the main analysis, with one exception: 

When estimating with the GSC a significant positive effect is found for the 6th election post-intervention; 

however, this counterfactual exhibits particularly poor pre-treatment fit. See the Appendix for more. 
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Figure 6.9 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference (all elections) 

 

Table 6.5 Estimated treatment effect (all elections) 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

0.71 1.83 -1.94 4.47 0.68 

 

6.2 Do voter ID-requirements disproportionately affect minorities? 

Results from the difference-in-differences analysis 

 

The null finding in terms of an overall effect of voter ID-laws on turnout does not preclude an 

effect at the group-level, as per hypothesis H2, which could be obscured in the main analysis 

focused on aggregate turnout rates if the group in question constitutes a relatively small part of 

the total population. In particular, ethnic and racial minorities are thought to be particularly 

vulnerable to stringent voter ID-requirements. As discussed in the previous chapter, the lack of 

official data on turnout among different ethnic groups makes this claim difficult to assess using 

a synthetic control approach. I therefore employ a difference-in-differences design to 
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investigate whether strict photographic ID-requirements have negatively affected minority 

turnout, leveraging survey data from the Current Population Survey. Comparing the change in 

turnout from 2004 to 2016 among people living in treated states with the corresponding change 

among those living in the control states yields an unbiased estimate of the treatment-effect, 

conditional on the parallel trends assumption. Comparing the estimate for minority voters with 

that for non-minorities allows me to assess whether the effect varies across these groups. 

 

Table 6.6 displays the results of the DID-analysis. I first estimate the overall effect for all 

respondents, as an equivalent to the main analysis in the previous section. The DID yields an 

estimate very similar to that of the synthetic control: a small, positive, and insignificant effect. 

On average, turnout increased by 1.05 percentage points more in the treatment group than in 

the control group; however, the 95% confidence interval is wide, ranging between -2.21 and 

4.31, and the effect is not statistically significant. The overall null finding remains. 

 

Table 6.6 Difference-in-differences of turnout between treated and control, by group 

  All Minority Non-minority 

ATT 1.05 0.23 0.56 

Standard error 1.66 3.40 1.42 

CI. Lower -2.21 -6.43 -2.22 

CI. Upper 4.31 6.89 3.35 

P-value 0.53 0.95 0.69 

N 159 737 34 385 125 352 

 

Turning now to the assumed differential impact, H2 predicts that minorities will be 

disproportionately negatively affected. However, when restricting the analysis to only minority 

respondents, the estimated effect among the treated remains positive at 0.23. This positive effect 

on turnout is slightly smaller than the estimate for non-minority respondents (0.56), but the p-

values leave both estimates far from statistical significance. This is illustrated by the 95% 

confidence intervals, which ranges from 6.43 percentage point decrease to a 6.89 point increase 

in turnout among treated minorities, relative to the change in the control. For non-minorities 

the estimate ranges from -2.22 to 3.35. The higher degree of uncertainty associated with the 

minority effect-estimate is likely due in part to the considerably fewer respondents in this group. 

Nevertheless, the overall conclusion is the same for both minorities and non-minorities in that 

we do not observe a significant difference in the change in turnout of those living in states with 
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strict photo ID-laws compared to those living in control states. The difference in differences is 

statistically indistinguishable from zero, and thus no effect of the treatment is found. 

 

6.2.1 Assumption check: parallel trends 

The difference-in-differences approach relies on the parallel trends assumption: that trends in 

the outcome variable would move in tandem in the treatment and control groups had the 

intervention not occurred. In other words, we allow for differences in turnout between the two 

groups so long as they are constant over time. This cannot be tested directly for the post-

treatment period, but a second-best alternative is to see whether to assumption holds prior to 

intervention. To do this, figure 6.10 plots the difference in average turnout rates between 

respondents from treatment and control states in presidential elections from 1980 to 2004 

(Flood et al. 2020). If the trends were exactly parallel, we should observe a flat, horizontal line, 

though it need not be centered on zero. While not flat, the graph does not indicate any major 

deviations; pre-treatment turnout was more or less stably a few percentage points lower in the 

treatment group than in the control. The results do not suggest that the parallel trends 

assumption would be substantially violated in the post-treatment period in the absence of 

intervention. 

Figure 6.10 Treated-control difference in turnout, 1980-2004 
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6.2.2 Robustness checks - DID 

Certain choices made regarding the calculation of the difference-in-differences warrant 

consideration as robustness checks on the results of the main analysis. As with the synthetic 

control, I also estimate the DID using only data from states without any ID-requirements in the 

control group. The first model in Table 6.7 displays the results, which are similar to those of 

the original analysis in all respects but one: the effect estimate among minorities is now negative 

at -0.72, the only evidence consistent with hypothesis H2 so far. However, though p-values are 

somewhat smaller across the board, no estimate comes close to conventional levels of 

significance – turnout did not change more or less among respondents in strict photo ID-states 

than it did among those in no-ID states. We thus cannot rule out the null hypothesis of no effect 

for either group. Note the reduction in N for these models due to the exclusion of respondents 

from states with “weak” ID-laws. 

 

Table 6.7 Difference-in-differences (alternative specifications) 

   All Minority Non-minority 

Restricted 

controls 

ATT 1.17 -0.72 0.65 

Standard error 1.72 3.39 1.48 

CI. Lower -2.20 -7.35 -2.25 

CI. Upper 4.54 5.92 3.55 

P-value 0.50 0.83 0.66 

N 90 346 20 812 69 534 

 

 

 

CPS weights 

only 

ATT 1.65 1.04 1.26 

Standard error 1.58 2.65 1.58 

CI. Lower -1.44 -4.14 -1.84 

CI. Upper 4.73 6.23 4.36 

P-value 0.30 0.69 0.43 

N 159 737 34 385 125 352 

Restricted 

controls, CPS 

weights only 

ATT 2.41 0.88 2.01 

Standard error 1.53 2.61 1.58 

CI. Lower -0.59 -4.23 -1.09 

CI. Upper 5.41 5.00 5.10 

P-value 0.12 0.73 0.20 

N 90 346 20 812 69 534 
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The main DID model combines CPS sampling weights with those suggested by Hur & Achen 

(2013) to contend with the overreport bias of the CPS. Recognizing that this is not a universal 

practice, as a second robustness check I also estimate the effect using only the CPS’s own 

sampling weights. The results, presented in the second model of table 6.7, mirror the main 

model in that the both the overall and group-level effects are slight, positive, and – albeit less 

so than the main estimates – statistically insignificant. 

 

 The final specification combines the two first robustness checks – presented in the last model 

of table 6.7. The direction of the effect estimates is again unchanged from the main model. 

However, this time the overall effect and the effect among non-minority respondents becomes 

both larger and closer to significance – the former is almost significant at the 10 percent-level. 

This is the closest evidence yet of a significant effect of ID-requirements, and it is positive 

rather than negative; on average, turnout increased by 2.41 percentage points more in the treated 

group than among untreated respondents. There is still no evidence of a negative effect among 

minority respondents, though the positive point estimate for the effect is noticeably smaller than 

that for non-minorities (0.88 versus 2.01), which arguably constitutes a negative impact among 

minorities, though in relative rather than absolute terms. However, this estimate remains far 

from significant. Also, keep in mind that since these estimates only use CPS weights they are 

arguably more vulnerable to overreport bias, and thus this finding is only tentative. 

 

In sum, then, we observe no significant effect of strict photographic ID-requirements on 

minority turnout, negative or otherwise. We also cannot conclude that minorities were affected 

more strongly than non-minority voters. These results hold when excluding respondents subject 

to other forms of voter ID-laws from the analysis and when using a more conventional 

weighting scheme. For ease of comparison, figure 6.11 visualizes the effect estimates from the 

DID-analyses and their respective 95% confidence intervals – note how they all include zero, 

represented by the vertical line. However, the wide confidence intervals also urge caution in 

ruling out the possibility of a group-level effect entirely, as the less-than-ideal data available 

for this secondary analysis attach non-negligible uncertainty to the results. 
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Figure 6.11 Group-level effect of strict photo ID-laws, with 95% confidence intervals 
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7 Discussion and conclusion 

 

In this chapter, I discuss the findings. I begin by reviewing the results, summarizing their 

implications for the hypotheses, and answering the research question. I then deliberate on why 

the analysis finds no effect of strict photographic voter ID-laws on turnout, before considering 

the implications of this null finding relative to previous studies, theories of voting, and the 

debate on voter ID, and offer some remarks on policy. In an effort of transparency, I also 

point out some drawbacks to the analysis. To conclude, I highlight some avenues for future 

research into the relationship between voter ID-laws and turnout. 

 

7.1 Evaluating the hypotheses and answering the research question 

 

This thesis has investigated the contentious issue of voter ID-laws in the United States, using 

the following research question: 

 Have voter ID-laws led to lower turnout? 

 

Using a synthetic control approach, I find no evidence that average turnout in states with strict 

photographic voter ID-requirements was significantly different than it would have been in a 

counterfactual scenario in which no such requirement was implemented. The analysis does 

indicate some variation at the state-level, but the uncertainty associated with these estimates is 

unknown. Thus: 

The analysis found no support for H1: Implementation of strict photographic voter ID-

requirements lowers a state’s turnout rate, relative to what it would otherwise be. 

 

Using a difference-in-differences design, I find that the change in turnout from 2004 to 2016 

was not significantly different among people living in states that implemented strict photo ID-

requirements over this period than among people living in states without such requirements, for 

both minority and non-minority respondents. Thus: 
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The analysis found no support for H2: Strict photographic voter ID-requirements lower 

minority turnout more than non-minority turnout. 

 

Do voter ID-laws, then, lead to lower turnout? My analysis finds no significant evidence that 

they do, neither overall nor among the minority voters thought particularly vulnerable. If an 

effect on aggregate turnout exists, this study suggests that it is likely to be small in magnitude, 

and possibly even positive, so that requiring voters to show ID in fact leads to a higher turnout 

rate. The results also indicate that some states may be affected differently by ID-requirements 

than others. Nevertheless, based on the findings, I cannot answer the research question in the 

affirmative. 

 

7.2 Why do we not find an effect of voter ID-requirements on turnout? 

 

The main takeaway from the empirical examination is the overall null finding. The results from 

the synthetic control analysis do not indicate that strict photographic voter ID-requirements 

significantly lowered average turnout in the states that have implemented them, while the 

difference-in-differences analysis finds no evidence of a differential impact on minority voters. 

Before discussing the findings further, it is worth noting an important limitation of the methods 

used. Neither the synthetic control method nor difference-in-differences designs tell us anything 

about the causal mechanisms involved, and thus we cannot infer from the analysis exactly what 

processes have or have not occurred to produce the results observed. With this in mind, I attempt 

some deliberation on how to explain the findings. 

 

The results of the analysis run counter to the prediction of both opponents of voter ID and 

rational choice theory that voter ID-laws will lower turnout. This is explainable in one of two 

ways. First, it is possible that there is in fact a net effect on turnout – either negative or positive 

– but that it is too small to be detected by the tests employed here. Grimmer & Yoder (2021, 2, 

14) argue that the true effect of voter ID-laws is likely so small that any study focusing on 

aggregate turnout will lack the statistical power necessary to capture it, due largely to the small 

size of the portion of the electorate affected by ID-requirements. Recall that a negative effect 

on turnout requires the existence of people who would otherwise vote, lack valid ID, and are 
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unable or unwilling to acquire it (Highton 2017, 156). In chapter 3, I demonstrated that these 

are all plausible assumptions, but it is possible that the proportion of the electorate exhibiting 

all three prerequisites is small enough that a decline in turnout among this group is insufficient 

to noticeably reduce overall turnout rates. 

 

However, the obvious explanation of the null finding is that there is no effect to be found: ID-

requirements simply do not affect turnout negatively. Given the expectations derived from the 

literature on the calculus of voting, this begs the question of why. Several answers present 

themselves. 

 

One possibility is that the premise behind the hypothesized negative effect itself is faulty. As 

demonstrated in chapter 3, this prediction implicitly assumes a rational view of voting. While 

on one hand the supposed marginality of the act of voting is what opens the door to slight cost 

increases like voter ID-requirements significantly affecting turnout, Aldrich (1993) suggests 

that voting could be such a low cost/low benefit action that it is simply not worth thinking 

rationally about. This parallels the prediction of non-rational theories of voting like that of Rolfe 

(2012), wherein one would not expect turnout to decrease significantly as a result of an increase 

in the costs of voting, because costs are not an important consideration in the individual’s 

decision to vote or not. Voter ID-laws, then, do not affect voting because voting is not a rational 

action – at least not in the conventional sense. 

 

A second explanation – more compatible with rational choice theory – is that voters do think 

rationally about voting, but that voter ID-requirements do not really alter the costs of voting – 

at least not by much. In other words, the supposed treatment under study is not as strong an 

intervention as previously assumed. Certainly, in a historical perspective, requiring voters to 

show ID pales in comparison to some tools of disenfranchisement previously used to restrict 

the American suffrage (Keyssar 2000). Intuitively, it makes sense that small changes in costs 

should only be expected to correspond with small changes in turnout. Perhaps having to show 

ID is not sufficiently costly to impact voters’ decision-making. 
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Alternatively, it is possible that voter ID-laws do, ceteris paribus, cause fewer people to vote, 

but that they also activate processes that operate in the other direction, so that the net effect on 

turnout is zero. In chapter 3, I outlined two such counteracting forces. First, political elites 

thought to lose out if turnout declines could engage in counter-mobilization efforts to offset any 

perceived disadvantage resulting from ID-requirements (Highton 2017). Second, the 

contentious nature of voter ID-laws may cause people to turn out in protest of the new law. 

(Valentino & Neuner 2017). Certainly, the partisan divide on the issue of voter ID suggests that 

Democrats view them as a threat to their electoral interests, while at the individual-level,  

several studies have found that perceived attempts at disenfranchisement can – somewhat 

ironically – make people more likely to participate (Valentino & Neuner 2017; Biggers & Smith 

2020). Finally, there is the main argument for voter ID-requirements in the first place: voter 

fraud. Regardless of whether requiring voters to show ID actually reduces instances of fraud, 

the perception that they do may inspire greater confidence in the integrity of elections among 

some voters, which in turn could motivate them to vote where they otherwise would have 

abstained. 

 

Meanwhile, Vercellotti & Andersen (2009) predict that the hypothesized negative effect should 

be strongest immediately post-treatment – I added that this could apply equally to a mobilizing 

effect as well. It seems implausible that backlash and elite mobilization efforts should be 

delayed by multiple elections. Therefore, the finding that the positive-though-insignificant 

effect estimate grows larger over time could indicate that the demobilizing effect deteriorates 

at a faster rate than the counteracting forces, or perhaps that the latter are stable over time.  

 

The variation in the effect estimates for the individual treated states presents another puzzle. 

Among the three states with the best pre-treatment fit of the counterfactual, we observe three 

very different trends post-treatment: a positive effect in Georgia, a negative effect in Tennessee, 

and no effect in Alabama. The lack of uncertainty estimates for the state-level effects mean they 

must be interpreted with caution. However, the results suggest that a closer comparison of these 

three states could shed some light on the apparent variability in how voter ID-laws affect 

turnout. The positive effect estimate obtained for Georgia suggests that some mobilizing effect 

could be in play here. However, the question then turns to why this occurs in Georgia and not, 
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for instance, in Tennessee – or alternatively, why it is strong enough to reverse a negative 

impact of voter ID-laws in the former case but not in the latter. 

 

A final possibility concerns the hypothesized differential impact, through which a group-level 

effect could lie hidden beneath the null finding of the primary analysis. However, the results of 

the main DID analysis do not indicate any significant decrease in turnout among minority voters 

either, neither in absolute terms nor relative to non-minorities. This second test thus further 

compounds the overall null finding. The possible explanations discussed above all apply here 

as well. In fact, if minority voters perceive themselves to be targeted by the new requirements, 

there is reason to suspect that an outrage-effect could be particularly strong for this group. 

Though this secondary analysis is arguably less stringent than the main analysis, the evidence 

does not support claims that minorities are disproportionately negatively affected. 

 

In summary, there are two main possible explanations for the null finding. First, it may be that 

there is indeed a net effect on turnout, but that it is so small as to be undetectable by the research 

design employed. A more intuitive interpretation is that voter ID-laws indeed have no aggregate 

effect on turnout, either because they do not impact turnout at all, or because some opposing 

factor negates any negative effect. The research design employed here does not allow us to 

adjudicate between these possibilities with certainty. For a quantitative approach to 

investigating such intervening factors within the counterfactual framework of causality, see the 

work of Imai et al. (2010) on causal mediation analysis. Though subject to the assumption of 

sequential ignorability, this approach allows both parametric and nonparametric estimation of 

causal effects in a wide range of applications, and thus could prove a useful addition to the 

study of voter ID and turnout.  

 

7.3 Implications 

 

In this section, I consider the implications of the findings, first relative to those of previous 

studies and as they pertain to theoretical explanations of voting, then regarding the issue of 

voter ID itself and the surrounding controversy. Lastly, I offer some suggestions for policy. 
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7.3.1 Implications for research  

Relative to previous research on the relationship between voter ID-requirements and turnout, 

the findings of this study are closest to those of Erikson & Minnite (2009), Heller et al. (2019), 

and Cantoni & Pons (2021), who also find no significant effect. However, because of the degree 

of uncertainty surrounding the estimates, the results of my analysis are not entirely incompatible 

with the majority of studies suggesting a small, negative effect (Dropp 2013; GAO 2014; Pryor 

et al. 2019; Kuk et al. 2020; Grimmer & Yoder 2021). Most dissimilar to the present findings 

is the study of Hajnal et al. (2017), which finds a large differential impact among minorities – 

up to a double-digit difference in turnout. In addition to these studies, of particular note is that 

of Fraga (2018), which, while finding evidence of a negative effect in some cases, indicates that 

ID-laws may have a positive effect on turnout in others. Fraga’s results offer corroborating 

evidence on the possibility of a mobilizing effect of ID-requirements. Also noteworthy is the 

study of Cantoni & Pons (2021), which obtains point estimates for the effect that, while never 

significant, become increasingly positive over time, mirroring the results of the present 

synthetic control analysis. 

 

Why, then, do the majority of previous studies find evidence of an effect where mine indicates 

none exists? I argue that the answer is methodological. While some studies make use of a DID 

design to approximate the counterfactual trend in turnout over time (GAO 2014, Kuk et al. 

2020; Fraga 2018), few explicitly employ a rigid counterfactual framework in their research 

design. This in turn weakens the case for causality in their findings – a criticism which is 

possibly even more applicable to the studies relying on a regression-based design (Hajnal et al. 

2017; Pryor et al. 2019), as they are particularly vulnerable to omitted-variable bias. 

Additionally, there is variation in the exact classification and types of ID-laws considered, with 

several studies also examining only a subset of states and elections, often at a time when strict 

photographic requirements where less than prolific. This could also explain the variability of 

previous findings. My research design seeks to correct for these potential sources of error; to 

the degree to which it is successful, it adds meaningfully to existing knowledge. 

 

Recall that the main contribution of this paper is methodological. Operating within the tradition 

of causal empiricism, it focuses on design-based causal inference using a counterfactual 

framework. This provides certain advantages relative to other statistical analyses. In a causal 
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empiricist critique, Samii (2016) argues that conventional regression analyses often are 

compromised regarding both external and internal validity. He labels the issues respectively as 

pseudo-generality, by which results based almost entirely on data from a subset of units are 

taken as valid for the universe of cases, and pseudo-facts, where the results obtained are 

particular to the exact model specification used (Samii 2016, 943-949). The synthetic control 

approach as applied here addresses both these points. First, by being explicit about exactly what 

causal quantity is estimated, it avoids pseudo-generality.26 Second, it constitutes a rigorous 

approach to causal inference that reduces researcher discretion through automation of key 

modelling decisions, thus arguably reducing the danger of misspecification relative to a 

regression-based design.27 This should enhance internal validity and help insure against the 

generation of mere pseudo-facts. The difference-in-difference design similarly offers a simple, 

yet powerful way to approximate the experimental ideal when data are observational. 

 

The issue of model dependence – which threatens the internal validity of the causal inferences 

made in a study – warrants additional attention, as it could help explain the variable findings of 

the literature. Put simply, model dependence occurs when the causal estimates of a study are 

sensitive to particular choices regarding model specification, such as control variables, 

functional form, et cetera, so that changing these factors alters the results. (Ho et al. 2007; King 

& Zeng 2007). In these cases, significant results are little more than “demonstrations that it is 

possible to find a specification that fits the author’s favorite hypothesis [emphasis in original]” 

(Ho et al. 2007, 199). This relates to another phenomenon, publication bias, whereby significant 

findings are favored in the review processes at academic journals and, as a result, are 

overrepresented in in the body of published research (Esarey & Wu 2016). In reviewing the 

substantive consequences of this skew, Esarey & Wu (2016, 2) conclude that “published 

estimates of relationships in political science are on average substantially larger than their true 

value.” In short, model dependency and publication bias could combine to produce exaggerated 

estimates within a field of study.  

 

                                                           
26 See the discussion on the average treatment effect (ATE) versus the average treatment effect on the treated 

(ATT) in chapter 4. 
27 Recall from chapter 4 that a key reason for not incorporating additional predictor variables when generating 

the synthetic counterfactual was eliminating specification searches. 
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Though it is not certain that research on the effect of voter ID suffers from this ailment, it is, if 

nothing else, noteworthy that this study, which emphasizes design-based inference and employs 

a novel methodology precisely to enhance the validity of causal estimates and reduce the 

possibility of type I errors, fails to reject the null hypothesis where previous studies have done 

so. Moreover, the most recent and comprehensive study to date, Cantoni & Pons (2021), which 

has access to a dataset of exceptional size and richness, displays results that are remarkably 

similar to the ones obtained here. Possibly, the plurality consensus in the literature on the 

negative impact of voter ID-laws on turnout is – at least in part – an artefact of the research 

designs employed rather than ID-requirements themselves. 

 

7.3.2 Implications for theory 

The object of this thesis is not to test the explanatory power of competing theories of voting. 

Nevertheless, the results do allow for reflection on the implications for the study of voting more 

generally. Because rational choice theory seems to predict that voter ID-requirements should 

lead to lower turnout, finding that this is not the case is arguably a strike against a rational view 

of voting. If changes in elements of the calculus of voting (i.e. C) only lead to small changes in 

turnout, this could suggest that rational choice theory is, at best, only a partial explanation of 

voting, and that other theories may be more powerful (Blais 2000, 11, 137). Charitably, one 

may counter that small changes in costs should correspond only to small changes in turnout. If 

voter ID-laws, then, are only a weak intervention, a rational view of voting may still be 

appropriate for other, stronger treatments. 

 

Furthermore, the possibility that the null finding is in part due to ID-requirements having an 

indirect, positive effect allows for a scenario in which costs of voting do have an independent 

effect on turnout, only that in the case of voter ID this effect is masked. However, this possibility 

also suggests the inadequacy of the calculus of voting as a complete theory of voting, as both 

mobilization theory and psychological explanations might better account for these 

counteracting forces. In a sense, this mirrors another fundamental challenge of the calculus of 

voting: explaining why, in the face of undeniable costs and a negligible probability of affecting 

the outcome, supposedly rational actors still vote in large numbers. As mentioned in chapter 3, 

numerous explanations have been offered, but none agreed upon. While Grofman (1993) have 

suggested that rational choice theory may do better in predicting changes in turnout rather than 
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absolute levels, the findings of this thesis suggest that even with this more limited scope, a full 

explanation of turnout requires drawing upon alternative theoretical perspectives as well. 

 

7.3.3 Implications for voter ID 

What, then, do the findings of this thesis contribute to our understanding of voter ID? First and 

foremost, the null finding seemingly gives cause for relief among those who fear that voter ID-

laws will reduce public participation in elections. Accordingly, the controversy over voter ID 

may be a case of much ado about nothing (Hood & Bullock 2012). 

 

Recall that this thesis focuses on what is arguably the strongest form of voter ID-law: strict 

photographic ID-requirements. This influences the inferences we can draw to the study of voter 

ID and turnout more generally. In one sense, a null finding here means we are unlikely to find 

a negative effect of other, weaker types of ID-laws. However, if the explanation for the null 

finding is that outrage over the laws have led to counter-mobilization, this arguably leaves the 

door open to a negative effect of lesser forms of ID-laws if they, by virtue of being less invasive, 

are also less controversial and as a result do not spark the same level of counter-mobilization. 

It thus appears useful to distinguish between direct and indirect effects: lesser types of ID-

requirement could have a weaker direct (negative) effect on turnout, but also a weaker indirect 

(positive) effect. The net impact would depend on the relative strength of the two in a given 

case. 

 

There is, however, also reason to remain cautious regarding strict photographic requirements. 

The strong reactions against voter ID center on their supposed threat to democratic fairness and 

that the differential impact of ID-requirements will alter election outcomes (in favor of 

Republicans). The results do not necessarily preclude the possibility of this latter scenario. The 

confidence intervals obtained indicate that the effect is unlikely to be greater than a few 

percentage points change in overall turnout. However, even such a small change in turnout may 

be pivotal in close races, especially if this change occurs disproportionately among supporters 

of one candidate. Investigating the issue of differential impact therefore remains an important 

and worthwhile endeavor. 
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Moreover, the normative issue of disenfranchisement remains in spite of the null finding, too. 

Though the analysis does not support the claim that voter ID-laws will significantly lower 

turnout, this may be a result of various countervailing forces also resulting from the adoption 

of ID-requirements. The effect of these moderating forces, however, are mainly observable at 

the macro-level. If an individual who would otherwise have voted abstains due to lacking ID, 

while another who would not otherwise have voted, votes – regardless of exactly why – the net 

change in turnout will be zero. This does not, however, alter the fact that the first individual has 

effectively had his vote suppressed. This is to say, the null finding in terms of an aggregate 

effect does not necessarily exonerate voter ID-laws from charges of voter suppression at the 

individual level. 

 

7.3.4 Implications for policy 

Before discussing some policy suggestions, it is pertinent to reiterate and reflect on the partisan 

dimension of both voter ID-laws themselves and the heated discussion surrounding them, as it 

influences the interpretation of both the findings themselves and their political implications. 

While both Republicans and Democrats tout noble reasons for their respective support and 

opposition of voter ID-requirements – defense of electoral security in the former case and of 

the right to vote in the latter – it is likely that they are in part motivated by more practical 

concerns of electoral success. Interestingly, in this interpretation, both parties agree on the 

assumption that ID-requirements will lead to lower turnout. Though the possibility of a 

marginal effect remains, the results of this thesis suggest that they are mistaken in their 

prediction. Whether this is cause for relief or concern depends on partisan point of view. Still, 

if ID-requirements are merely a tool of electoral competition, the finding that they do not 

actually affect turnout should weaken support as well as opposition: Republicans have nothing 

to gain, while Democrats have nothing to fear. 

 

If, however, support for voter ID-laws springs from genuine concerns of democratic fairness, 

some implications for policy could be agreed upon. First, requiring voters to identify themselves 

when voting is not an unreasonable policy in itself, despite the low likelihood of impersonation 

fraud. Opposition on the grounds of potential voter suppression appears unfounded in light of 

the present study. However, given the normative implications of committing a type II error and 

erroneously failing to reject the null hypothesis, there is, despite the findings of this thesis, an 
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argument to be made for erring on the side of caution in terms of ensuring against 

disenfranchisement. I argue for precisely such a better-safe-than-sorry approach. 

 

While the processes underlying the present null finding remain black-boxed, the hypothesized 

counteracting, indirect effects of ID-laws highlight the potential usefulness of mobilization 

efforts. This should inform policy. For example, several studies have suggested that information 

and get-out-the-vote campaigns could help ensure against demobilization resulting from ID-

requirements (Citrin et al. 2014; Bright & Lynch 2017). Through policy initiatives targeted at 

vulnerable populations, policymakers could effectively have their cake and eat it, too: reducing 

the potential for fraud while protecting against disenfranchisement. 

 

For some voters, however, the issue lies not in dearth of information or motivation, but rather 

in their inability to acquire ID. Given that the possibility of ID-requirements affecting these 

voters negatively is not ruled out, neither by the findings presented here nor those of previous 

studies, some consideration is warranted on the part of policymakers pursuing ID-requirements. 

I contend that efforts to combat fraud through the passing of voter ID-laws should be 

accompanied by equally vigorous efforts to ensure that all those eligible to vote are provided 

with the documents now necessary to do so. This should, of course, appeal to opponents of 

voter ID-laws apprehensive about voter suppression; however, supporters of these laws should 

embrace such initiatives, too, as a signal of sincerity in their concern for all aspects of the 

electoral process. 

 

7.4 Limitations 

 

To end the discussion, I highlight some caveats and potential weaknesses of the analysis. First, 

it is worth reiterating the scope conditions of the inference. Recall that we are estimating the 

average treatment effect on the treated (ATT). Since the states that have adopted voter ID-

requirements differ systematically from those that have not it is very difficult to infer from these 

results what the average effect would be if every state were to require ID. Thus, to the degree 

to which the findings are correct, they only speak to the effect voter ID-laws have had on turnout 

up until this point: just as we cannot predict with certainty how the effect estimate will evolve 
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among the treated states in the future, we cannot claim to know how turnout will be affected in 

potential new cases. 

 

Relatedly, a key limiting factor for this thesis concerns data availability. For the synthetic 

control, more observations – of both T and Ntr – would mean more precise estimates and 

increasingly accurate inference. Ideally, this would serve to narrow the wide confidence 

intervals accompanying the effect-estimate. Regarding the second part of the analysis, the 

switch to a difference-in-differences design is made necessary by the poor availability of data 

on turnout among demographic groups, which precludes a synthetic control approach. This is 

unfortunate given the reliance of DID on the parallel trends assumption, which – despite passing 

the pre-intervention pseudo assumption check – is always at risk of violation. My analysis is 

arguably particularly vulnerable due to the relative long interval between the pre- and post-

treatment periods: logically, the odds of a time-varying confounder manifesting increases with 

the passing of time. Additionally, the CPS dataset is not ideal, in that it is mainly representative 

at the national level and plagued by overreporting of turnout. Though my analysis attempts to 

correct for these flaws, the solutions are likely imperfect. 

 

Another qualification concerns the cause of interest itself. Though conceptualized here as a 

uniform intervention, voter ID-laws – even within the category of strict photographic ID-

requirements – are not a monolithic treatment. Inter-state, intra-group variation in the exact 

requirements – like what forms of government-issued ID are acceptable – could therefore 

muddy the waters when estimating the consequences of strict photo ID-laws taken as a whole.28 

Similarly, changes to electoral rules rarely happen alone: ID-laws may be passed as part of a 

larger bill. Because both methods applied here estimate the causal effect relative to the time of 

treatment, neither can distinguish between effects of the treatment of interest and other 

interventions occurring at the same time. If some other event occurred simultaneously to the 

implementation of ID-requirements in a treated state, and this other event influenced turnout, 

the effect-estimate will be confounded. 

 

                                                           
28 See the discussion of the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) in chapter 4 for more. 
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7.5 Further research  

 

The issue of voter ID is not settled. Though the results of the present analysis indicate that ID-

requirements are unlikely to cause major changes in turnout, unanswered questions and 

remaining obstacles to inference underscore the need for additional research. The longer these 

laws are in effect, the more data becomes available to researchers. Additional studies in the 

future are thus intrinsically beneficial in a general sense because they will have a greater 

empirical foundation from which to draw inferences. Additionally, it is of particular interest to 

see how the effect (or lack thereof) of voter ID-laws develops over the long term. 

 

More specifically, further research is required at the micro-level. While this thesis 

conceptualizes causality in terms of actual and counterfactual outcomes, an alternative 

framework is to emphasize the causal process and the mechanisms linking cause and effect 

(Campaner 2011; Gerring 2010). Studies operating within this tradition could seek to 

empirically link the implementation of voter ID-requirements with individual voters’ decision-

making by investigating whether a chain of intervening factors connecting the two can be 

empirically verified. Concretely, one would seek to ascertain whether voters perceive that their 

costs of voting are increased as a result of voter ID-laws, and, if so, whether this perceived cost-

increase makes them less likely to participate. 

 

The somewhat surprising null finding offers another, more general suggestion for future 

scholars as well. The possibility that voter ID-laws spur mobilization to a degree that may 

neutralize or even reverse any negative effects on turnout highlights how election reform – and 

policy interventions in general – can sometimes have unexpected and unintended consequences 

(Burden et al. 2014). Likewise, it is a reminder to consider the indirect as well as the direct 

effects of a particular cause of interest. Further studies could seek to disentangle the two, and 

further investigate whether ID-requirements really do mobilize voters, and, if so, whether this 

process occurs through the mechanisms hypothesized here. As mentioned previously, 

mediation analysis offers a useful strategy (Imai et al. 2010). 
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Finally, while this study considered the effects of voter ID-requirements in the aggregate, the 

observed variation in effect estimates between states – including opposite directionality – 

highlights the need for examinations of individual states to investigate what causes this 

heterogeneity. Such studies could also help capture the idiosyncrasies of individual states’ laws 

and compensate for the inability of synthetic control estimators to separate the effect of the 

treatment from other, contemporaneous interventions, by determining whether any such events 

occurred. The results of the synthetic control in this thesis identifies some potential candidates 

worthy of a closer look. In this regard, the synthetic control method has fulfilled its promise as 

articulated by Abadie et al. (2015) of bridging quantitative and qualitative approaches in 

comparative politics, by using statistical analysis to guide subsequent, more focused studies 

towards suitable cases for comparison. 
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Appendix 

 

A.1 Factor & loading from generalized synthetic control 

 

Figure A.1 Latent factor 
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Figure A.2 Factor loading 
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A.2 Robustness checks for analysis with all elections 

 

Figure A.3 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference (all elections – GSC) 

 

 

Table A.1 Estimated treatment effect (all elections – GSC) 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

0.60 1.23 -1.81 2.88 0.66 
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Figure A.4 Treated-counterfactual turnout difference (all elections – restricted controls) 

 

 

Table A.2 Estimated treatment effect (all elections – restricted controls) 

ATT 

average 

Standard 

error 

CI. 

Lower 

CI. 

Upper 
P-value 

0.49 1.98 -2.38 4.80 0.83 

 

 


